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INS IDE-ours IDE 

Rosh Hashanah Eve 
1st Tishri, 5746 

By Rabbi Joshua O. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Sunday, September 15, 1985 

Tonight, I stand in this pulpit very much aware that this 

will be the last High Holy Day season which I shall be privileged 

to conduct as your Sen i or Rabb i • I am f u 1 1 of mi x e d emo t i on s • 

Yes, on the one hand, there is great reluctance to change a 

relationship so fulfilling and it makes me sad to think that 

this, too, must end. On the other hand, I am happy that I 

reached my decision in the best possible frame of mind. I am 

grateful to God that it was not because of ill-health er ill-will 

or, God forbid a Congregational crisis. But, quite to the 

contrary things have gone so well that, having r~ached most of 

the goals I set for myself sixteen years ago, I now feel free to 

turn to new goals, to new and, to me, irresistible challenges for 

which I must free myself from all present duties. · 

I look forward to sitting in your midst, next to Maxine and 

my family, at future High Holy Days and many a Sabbath. Until 

then, however, there is still much preaching and teaching for me 

to do this year -- and I shall do it with undiminished 

enthusiasm. 
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Your Annual Check Up 

The story is told about a teenager who rather nervously 

entered a drug store, asked the proprietor to change a quarter, 

hurried into a telephone booth and dialed a number. He left the 

door of the booth opened a little and, as a result, the druggist 

couldn't help overhearing the conversation: 

•iHe 1 l o , i s th i s 3 6 2 - 3 3 4 4? . • • I t i s ? • • • May I t a 1 k 

to the boss? ••• Oh,~ are the boss! Well, then can 

you tell me, do you need a good office boy? •• You say 

you have a good one? ••• Well, wouldn't you like to 

make a change? ••• You say you don't care to make a 

change? ••• I see, that's alright, thank you!" 

The young fellow was about to walk out when the druggist stopped 

him: 

"I'm really sorry you didn't get that job -- better 

l u ck n ex t t i me ! " 

"Thank you for your interest," said the young man, "but 

I ' v e A2.:!. t he j ob , anyhow . " 

• 
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"What do you mean?" -- asked the druggist. 

"You see," said the boy, "that was my own boss I was 

talking to. I was only checking up on myself." 

Every.person wants to find out where he stands. We all need 

a mental and moral check up no less than a physical checkup. The 

High Holy Days meet this need for inventory, for stock-taking, 

for an inner check up. And for those who come only this one time 

a year, I say: this is your annual check up! 

It is known as Cheshbon Ha-Nefesh, the accounting of the 

soul or self-judgment. How can you get the greatest possible 

benefit from such a check up? 

In the first place, you must be convinced that you really 

need this exercise for your own inner well being. Look at it 

this way: our souls get adulterated, cluttered with the debris 

of unrealized plans and intentions, broken resolutions, betrayals 

and infidelities. Face the fact that each of us has to clean up 

his act. But, bear in mind: we are often the poorest judges of 

our own life, and we do worse in trying to judge others. 
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Appearance and Reality 

In this connection, the Bible brings us valuable insight. 

The prophet Samuel was told to choose, as King over Israel, the 

best quali{1ed of the son's of Jesse. So, Samuel lined up seven 

young brothers, all sons of Jesse, to make his choice. His eye 

fell on Eliab, and he liked what he saw. Eliab was the oldest, 

the tallest and the most impressive one in the family. He was 

about to say, this is our man, when God put Samuel straight: 

"Look not on his face or height ••• people look on the 

outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the heart." 

(I Sam. 16.7) 

We must not be deceived by appearances. A person inside may 

be very different from what he appears on the outside. 

We are trained at an early age to make impressions. My 

mother, God bless her soul, when presenting her darling son and 

daughter to friends, always whispered to us below her breath: 

SMILE -- even when we had nothing to smile about. Later I 

learned, as everyone else, to bow to social etiquette, which 

makes us look interested in company, when actually bored, and to 
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say "I am sorry" - even when we feel no regret or, "thank you'' 

even when feeling no gratitude, just for the sake of a courteous 

appearance. 

Tonight friends, we must wipe off the veneer of our 

pretenses ~nd face ourselves the way we are. Tonight we must 

become aware of the gap between outward appearance and inner 

reality. 

It is not easy to face oneself in the mirror of absolute 

truth. Rare is a person like Cronwell who ordered the artist to 

paint his portrait "with warts" and all. 

The Cheshbon Ha-Nefesh, is a painful process. In the search 

light of uncompromising truth, many a giant shrinks into a 

dwarf. Many who maintain an outward appearance of such poise, 

confidence and success, in their own heart know wherein they have 

failed and how full of fears they are. This is your opportunity 

to reassess your position, your occupation, your ambition. This 

is your chance to have a look at yourself in relationship to your 

family and co-workers. Reaching inward, you will come in touch 

with the real being that is you. If you make that silent 

confessional review of your life, you might emerge 
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liberated from the heavy burden of pretending. You will then 

have reached the first major goal of this sacred day which is 

also known as Yorn Ha-din, the day of judgment. 

T'Shuvah -- Recovery of Your Better Self 

• 

What is the second major goal? It is making good on the 

decisions that are shaping up in our minds. It is going through 

with real changes in our behavior, in our treatment of others. 

This process is known as T'shuvah, return to something good and 

noble within, the recovery of our better self. 

Our youngest grandson, Jonathan is wild about a toy which 

has flooded the market. It is called a transformer. The thing 

may at first look like a miniature car, but if you move this or 

that part one way or the other, presto, the car is transformed 

into a robot. 

It is all so quick and easy. But, a character 

transformation, my friends, is a ve~y difficult process. Yet it 

is possible. We believe in the possibility of self

transcendance. We believe in the power of any person to be 

virtually reborn. 
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We Jews are optimists. That is why we change the Torah 

covers to white on the High Holy Days in keeping with Isaiah's 

sentence: 

"Though your sins be red as scarlet, they shall be as 

··wh i t e as snow • " ( I s • l • 1 8 ) 

Never say it is too late. 

If you consider any change in your life or character, what 

counts is the first step. A traveler once asked a townsman in a 

strange and isolated little town: 

"What is this place famous for?" The native thought 

and then answered: "Well Mr., this is a good starting 

point for any other place in the world." 

So is this hour. This is a good starting point for a new 

beginning. It is a time for decision, a time to boost your will 

to make changes with confidence that change is always possible. 

The German romantic poet, Novalis, once said, "character is 

a perfectly educated will." 
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Judaism, addresses itself to the will. It is an education 

in moral discipline. It is not just a collection of concepts or 

beliefs. It is a tradition of values, a way of life, a moral 

system built on deep foundations of belief. But, it is nothing, 

it is less than useless, if it is not internalized and integrated 
. 

into our thinking and feeling 

Inside-Outside 

This sumner I read Herman Wouk's latest novel, "Inside

Outside." It portrays several models of Jews who are trying to 

balance their public identity as Jews with their private and 

personal feelings and practices. The hero of the novel, David 

Goodkind, is the most complete portrait in the English language 

of an American who is also a total Jew. David Goodkind, a 

successful tax attorney, is finishing off his duties as a special 

adviser to President Nixon in the closing days of Watergate. The 

White House is in a state of paralysis, and so, · Goodkind has time 

to write his memoirs. What we now read is a typical American 

success story, that is, on the outside, the witty, sophisticated 

David Goodkind, graduate of Columbia University, fits perfectly 

well into the executive chamber of the corporate world. He is 

perfectly at ease with the high and the mighty. Yet, inside, 
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David Goodkind is Jewish to the core. He has internalized and 

integrated his heritage. It is part of his character and 

personality. Wouk's anecdotal description of family occasions is 

a minor encyclopedia of Judaism; he takes us into the Yeshiva 

world where young David soaked up a solid Jewish education 

including.fluency in Talmud which, incidentally, arouses the 

intense curiousity and respect of the President. Once, walking 

into Goodkind's office, the President finds his able assistant 

poring over a folio page of the Talmud with his head properly 

bedecked with a yarmulke. Goodkind explains the Talmud and the 

reader is likely to be fascinated. 

I was intrigued by a report in the New York Times that this 

highly amusing and informative portrayal of a full-blooded, one 

hundred percent Jew was the reading choice of Frank Borman, 

president and chief executive of Eastern Airlines and Donald E. 

Petersen, chairman and chief executive of the Ford Motor Company, 

no t t o men t i on o t he r · non - Jew i s h c e l e b r i t i e s and co u n t l e s s r ea d e r s 

who have kept the book on the national best sellers list for 

months. What does this say. to us? 

It says that the public is not interested in the Jew who is 

like everybody else, but in the Jewish Jew who is 
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distinctive and different in h i s beliefs; culture and mentality; 

who reflects the t~oughts and values of a 4,000 year old 

tradition; who has something to say to people in search of a 

purose; who has something to say to a world in chaos, looking for 

order and security, to a world that is morally decadent and 

wondering·how to be rehabilitated. Only a Jew who knows his 

heritage might be able to contribute something special, something 

that is sorely missing in our civilization. 

I want to challenge you tonight to become Jews inside as 

surely as you are Jews outside. 

The New Jewish Assertiveness 

In the nearly forty years of my life as an American rabbi, I 

have seen a significant change in the attitude of American Jews 

to their Jewishness and especially so in response to anti

semitism. 

Before World War II, our instinctive reaction under attack 

was to become inconspicuous and, if possible, invisible. Those 

were the days when Jews suffered humiliating restrictions in 
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universities, housing, resorts, and the professions. Some of our 

leaders in their dubious wisdom, saw to it that Fortune Magazine, 

in the late 30's, published a lengthy article about American Jews 

in refutation of the anti-Semitic charge that Jews dominated 

American life. The point of the article which was loaded with 

statistics·was one prolonged orgy of self-deprecation: 

No, no, we don't dominate society •• 

No, no, we don't dominate any major trade or industry. 

No, no, we aren't as important as you make us out to 

be. , and so forth. 

In my opinion, that article was a low point, perhaps the 

most shameful point in American Jewish history -- a lapse of 

self-esteem, a gratuitous self-debasement, as though anti-Semites 

would like us better if 'we were less capable and less successful. 

Those were the days when Jews tried to hide .their Jewishness 

like the plague. It was a rich topic for humor such as Goldberg 

running into his old buddy, Cohen, many years after graduation 

from college: 

"Go 1 db erg , am I g 1 ad to see you ! " shout e d Cohen . 
"Tell me, what have you been doing?" 

"Oh, I'm married and have two children." 
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"You don't say?" said Cohen. "What kind of a living do you 
make?" 

"I'm a lawyer and doing very wel 1. I'm a partner in the 
firm of O'Brian and Sullivan on Wall Street." 

"What a surprise!" said Cohen. 

"I've got a bigger surprise," said Goldberg, 
" I am O ' Br i an ! " 

Those were the days wh~n our people were looking for 

cover. Some of our own people even capitulated to the quota 

system and its implied second class citizenship. The highly 

esteemed Walter Lippmann, in a memorandum to Harvard University's 

admissions office in 1922 agreed that it would be undesirable to 

al low ( I quote) "a concentration of Jews in excess of 15%." I, 

myself, heard the Dean of the Cincinnati University Medical 

School, himself a Jew, defend the medical school's anti-Jewish 

admissions policy because, as he said: "on the basis of academic 

scores alone, Jews would outnumber all other students." 

Today, Jews are proud and affirmative. The post-war 

generation will not -accept religious or ethnic restrictions. If 

we predominate in any field, we don't apologize. 

credit and surely not~ problem. 

It's to our 

Today, Jews don't mind being visible. Ethnicity, 
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distinctiveness is in. America has moved far away from the 

melting pot ideal of the 1920's to appreciation of religious and 

cultural diversity, which we call "pluralism." The popular 

author, Irving Wallace, grew up in the melting pot period and so 

he changed his original family name, Wallechinsky, to Wallace. 

His son, David, co-author with his father of the enormously 

successful "Book of Lists" and "The People's Almanac," recently 

discarded 

his Americanized name, Wallace, and took back the original family 

name, Wallechinsky. 

Countless of our young people, in contrast with their 

parents and grandparents, lik~ to visibly identify themselves as 

Jews, often with a star of David or mezuzah or e~en with a 

yarmulka, for all to see. 

The Inner Void 

Yes, they are proud and assertive, but I'm troubled by a 

question: What are they asserting? What .are they proud of? 

What do they know? How much Judaism is inside the person who 

presents himself so affirmatively as a Jew outside? 
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I often see a woeful emptiness. 

Most of our adults have graduate degrees from universities, 

but only a smattering of Jewish knowledge -- disjointed memories 

of holiday celebrations and a few trivia of Jewish history -

hardly en0ugh to keep up with a fourth grader in our Sunday 

School. The vast majority of our adults are Jewish 

illiterates. To most of us the Bible, the Talmud, the 1·aw codes 

and comnentaries and the works of our philosophers are as remote 
~ 

as Egyptian hieroglyphics. Uncertain of your beliefs, many of 

you here tonight have no coherent world-view, no spiritual 

anchor. 

I wonder how many parents who let their children make their 

own decisions in religious and moral matters, are merely 

rationalizing their abdication of authority as "tolerance". Are 

you so tolerant and permissive because of your high respect for 

the moral and intellectual caliber of your children? Or, are.you 

tolerant and permissive as parents because you lack moral 

convictions of your own, and so cannot but maintain a neutrality 

of values? 
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Surrender to the "New Morality" 

It is now well over twenty years that the new morality began 

to permeate the middle and upper-middle classes and no one took 

to it more rapidly than our super-liberal Jews. 

We swallowed all the cliches of the era and offered no 

resistence when some of our sons and daughters began to drop out 

of higher education; when they asserted the right to "hang loose" 

for indefinite periods; when they stretched out the allowance 

into full maintenance in apartments of their own; when they 

boldly asserted their new sexual freedom. Many parents, despite 

misgivings, provided contraceptive counsel and abortion 

assistance but kept silent on the moral issues of sex; when their 
I 

sons ' and daughters took to living together with lovers, even 

those parents who knew in their hearts that it was not right, 

looked the other -~ay. Many said they didn't want a confrontation 

with their children. The truth is that they had nothing to 

confront them with. They had no convictions. They had no moral 

position of their own. They had no authority to stand on. 

Where has this new morality gotten us? The statistics are 

very grim. In the D.C. school system, the girls dropping out 
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because of pregnancy outnumber the graduates from high school. 

In New York City, 37% of all babies born are illegitimate. 

(1983) 

In 1984, one out of four American households was victimized 

by v i o 1 en t · c r i me • Jews have been s we p t a 1 on g by t he gene r a 1 

moral decadence. To mention but one recent nationwide survey: 

27% of all Jewish college-age youth are heavy drug or alcohol 

users. 

Is it not time to develop some doubts about the wisdom of 

the new morality? What is it other than moral anarchy? 

Must we wait for venereal d i seases, including the dreaded 

AIDS disease, to terrorize our youth into a new respect for the 

old values? can we not motivate our children positively, as 

parents should, with well founded moral convictions which are 

part of a total system of beliefs, within a distinctly Jewish 

philosophy of life? 

Why can't you give this to your children? The answer is 

because you haven't got it yourself, because you have lost touch 

with it. The truth is, you don't know your tradition. 
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"Fingertip Jews" 

Moses Maimonides says: 

··"There are two kinds of Jew. Those who hold on to 

their religion, grasping it firmly, like a person will 

hold on to a rope to keep from drowning. And then, 

there are those Jews who cling to the Torah only with 

the tips of their fingers, not enough to be guided and 

helped by it, just barely enough to keep in touch with 

their faith." (From his "Letter of Consolation") 

We've got a lot of fingertip Jews. But must I say it? 

More than "fingertip Judaism" is needed to grab us and lead us 

out of chaos and direct us on a morally sound pathway in life. 

In some of our larger cities, developers are getting around 

the historic building preservation _codes by buying out old 

buildingsand gutting them except for the facade -- and then they 

build the high rises right behind the old buildings. Washington 

has a few of those facade buildings downtown along Pennsylvania 

Avenue. 
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A huge number of our people are, what I would like to call, 

"Facade Jews." The old historic culture with its moral grandeur 

has been knocked out. There is nothing left inside. They are 

Jews on the outside, they've got a Jewish facade. But they are 

empty inside. 

You may have heard the news that your Board of Directors has 

decided to redecorate this sanctuary in 1987. Yes, we can build 

a more beautiful sanctuary for our assemblies and celebrations. 

But only rn can refurnish the sanctuary within your heart. Only 

rn can develop the Jew inside, luminous with knowledge and 

resonant with the values of our people. Only you can close the 

gap between what you are, and what you know you should be. Only 

you can transform the veneer of Judaism into its substance; only 

rn can change from the Judaism that is pretended to one that is 

practiced. 

Four thousand years of history have called us to be God's 

witness, as the people of the Bible, and to be messengers of His 

law, the foundation of our security, dignity and freedom. Let us 

make sure that we Jews know the message and let our lives witness 

to our beliefs. Amen. 
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~ Rosh Hashanah Eve 

1st Tishri, 5746 

INSIDE-OUTSIDE 

By Rabbi Joshua o. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Sunday, September 15, 1985 

Tonight, I stand in this pulpit very much aware that t'"' 1 e fJ,,:J 
seas~"""' ~kci,._ 

will be the last High Holy Day •t rri'i'i&:/I I shall be privileged to 

conduct as your Senior Rabbi. I am full of mixed emotions. Yes, 

on the one hand, there is great reluctance to change a 

relationship so 4 •rw fulfilling and it makes me sad to think 

that this, too, must end. On the other hand, I am happy that I 

reached my decision in the best possible frame of mind. I am 

grateful to God that it was not because of ill-health or ill

will, o~~•!gational crisis, But}"'jafo !ka,~t,-a,_;fi:, ings have 

gone so well that, having reached most of the goals I set for 

myself sixteen years ago, I now feel free to turn to new goals, 

to new and, to me, irresistible challenges for which I must free 

myself from all present duties. 

I look forward to 

~A~EQg&nt4 sitting in your midst, next to Maxine and my family, 

a"t~igh Holy Days and many a Sabbath. Until then, however, 
-t~,.> y fc,r-

there is still much preaching and teaching for me to doA-- and I 

shall do it with undiminished enthusiasm. 
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Your Annual Checkup 

The story is told about a teenager who rather nervously 

entered a drug store, asked the proprietor to change a quarter, 

hurried into a telephone booth and dialed a number. He left the 

door of the booth opened a little and, as a result, the druggist 

couldn't help overhearing the conversation: 

"Hello, is this 362-3344? ••• It is? .•• May I talk 

to the boss?; •• Oh,~ are the boss! Well, then can 

you tell me, do you need a good office boy? •• You say 

you have a good one? ••• Well, wouldn't you like to 

make a change? ••• You say you don't care to make a 

change? ••• I see 1 that's alright, thank you!" 

The young fellow 

druggist stopped him: 

was about to walk out when the 

,, 
t.;I eewlee't h1lr, oecrheaz111y I l1ai -Ol!.czsa1!i11n I'm 

really sorry you didn't get that job -- better luck 

next time!" 

"Thank you for your interest," said the young man, "but 
~'f L.iow 

I 've ~ the job/ a !iP'riY." 
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"What do you mean?" -- asked the druggist. · 

"You see," said the boy, "that was my own boss I was --talking to. I was only checkin~ up Jon myself." 

Every person wants to find out where he stands. We all need ~l'fo(P~fef 
~ d l}¾O tr~ c'4ecJ,..,~ t"YI~ less th~ ~ e ~~c~L cltQ.d IM-1, 

a p cal it eRw8119 S • .fl-✓o . fiii ::·mi l The High Holy Days meet 
{Dt/' •~V~.f.or;,fo-vs+ock.,-f?/.t,,'il1f.::>r 3-'k •~C~~ ' 

this need ~ And for those who come only this one time a year, I 

say: this is your annual checkup! 

It is known as Cheshbon Ha-Nefesh, the accounting of the 

soul or self-judgment. -Uttimasgn~6~1~1~jdd:;~11~e~~-~~~ae:=aa~ffi~e~aw~~·~·r~a~ecit3eEm.¢~'~p~-

~ How can you get the greatest possible ~FG ;a!:li~••e;l~ benefit 

from such a check up? 

In the first place, you must be convinced that you really 

need this exercise for your own inner well being. Look at it 

this way: our souls get adulterated, cluttered with the debris 

of unrealized plans and intentions, broken resolutions, betrayals 

and infidelities. Face the fact that .wfth tl.c passage f · a 

,tail, amsYRt ef:::t:i>Hte, each of us has to clean up his act. But, 

bear in mind: we are often the poorest judges of our own life, 

and we do worse in trying to judge others. 
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Appearance and Reality 

In this connection, the Bible brings us valuable insight. 

The prophet Samuel was told to choose, as King over Israel, the 

best qualified of the son's of Jesse. So, Samuel lined up seven 

young brothers, all sons of Jesse, to make his choice. His eye 

fell on Eliab, and he liked what he saw. Eliab was the oldest, 11Ae_ 
i\,,.l,, 

tallest and Amost impressive one in the family. He was about to 

say, this is our man, when God put Samuel straight: 

"Look not on his face or height ••• ~ people look on 

the outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the 

heart." (I Sam. 16.7) 

We must not be deceived ~!'P. aJ?plearances. A person inside 
J ~~~i1::&~~~~ 

ma1be very different from tlrt ±-i11tt3rees « mah&z outside. 

Iii b11t secu:Q, '\Je are trained at an early age to make 

impressions. My mother, God bless her soul, when presenting her 

darling son and daughter to friends, always whispered to us below 

her breath: SMILE -- even when we had nothing to smile about. 

Later I learned, as everyone else, to bow to social etiquette, 

which makes us look interested in co..mp~~J when actually bored, ~ ✓ , 1 .J. 

-~ 1ill>~o' ~ ~ ~fDoJ!,i'"f ""'i~'-.J"1-W!..-
and to say "I am sorry"/\ or, thank you" re~c11:;lil.31 ss I ffµy: a' .,) 

feeJie§s, just for the sake of a courteous appearance. 
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Tonight friends, we must wipe off the veneer of our 

pretenses and face ourselves the way we are. Tonight we must 
wf wJ-Yd ·» K.tv 

become aware of the gap betweenAappearance and ~reality. 

It is not easy to face oneself in the mirror of absolute 

Rare is a person like Cromwell who ordered the artist to 
(
. truth. 

paint his portrait "with warts" and all. 

,., Yet, the st be 

based must take 

w~ ld 

---
The Cheshbon Ha-Nefesh, -~z-1p'etlR1ec~a~t[llll;(j;i:;;;~· ~1~1:=t~lm.e::~f='~il;i1~1::aH~iiCJ~1z=1n~n~~~;s 

.a.re m dbl i+&¼#fS r is a painful process. In the search 1 ight of 

uncompromising truth, many a giant shrinks into a~ wa ~~ ~Ma. ny 1 
~"-fJ01'f,..e_J . ,,-~~CL 

who maintain an outward appearance of /\success ar.& ~d@ ild~; in 
0~ • 

their~heart know wherein they have failed and how full of fears 

they are. This is your opportunity to reassess your position, 

your occupation, your ambition. This is your chance to have a 

look at yourself in relationship to your family and co-workers. 

his i~ he ti~ to nte,k pe sonal rle-__cis~~n~ eti r.___ 

1.i~ J ~ ac~ ing inward, yo~fome in touch with the real --..V 
being that is you• Jf you make that sil~ nt confessional review of 

cN.AP,' 
your 1 ife --e~ we:~ of i..J+t.rospec t~ , you · emerge 1 iberated from 

I 
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-tk~ . 
the heavy burden of pretending. You will Ahave reached the first 

major goal of this sacred day which is also known as Yorn Ha-din, 

the day of judgment. 

T'Shuvah -- Recovery of Your Better Self 

What is the second major goal? It is making good on the 

decisions that are shaping up in f our mind I It is going through 

with real changes in qour behavior, in our treatment of others, 

r ~ This process is known as T'shuvah, return to S'9udiJ,,,./ 
9-0ocl ~ /Jt o ; ·,- ~ ,-.ec .u-e½.., ~ 0~) ~ 

() ~ ( better sel a-¥£> JJ:Jf t were or bops? ti?>' ee. 

our-
..:!i!a@, youngest 

~&ud.so~Jv J ~1h~ 
f¼ J Lt 9 &I. is wild about a toy which 

has flooded the market . It is called a transformer. The thing 

may at first look like a miniature car, but i f you move this or 

that part one way or the other, presto, the car is transformed 

into a robot. 

It is all so quick and easy. But, a character 
3 v e,v ~ cl-:ffJ.ec,JJ,;t- tJ 1'Dce4-d • 

transformation, my friends, is not ' at.:rnp1 e f Yet it is 

possible. We believe in the possibility of self-transcendance. 

We believe in the power of any person a,e- efi:a l 4::. to be virtually 

reborn. 
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~ 
We Jews are optimists. That is why we change Torah covers 

to white on the High Holy Days in keeping with Isaiah/ 's 

sentence: 

"Though your sins be red as scarlet, they shall be as 

white as snow." (Is. 1.18) 

Never say it is too late. 

If you consider any change in your life or character, what 

counts is the first step. A traveler once asked a townsman in a 

strange and isolated little town: 

"What is this place famous for?" The native thought 

and then answered: 
tl,1e.,. 

"Well Mr., this is a good starting --point for anyAplace in the world." 

T/i ts ts pDDd 1::;, fo,ut 
So is this hour. -li:!s- a ~t~ for a new beginning. 

--- - I\{ T~1s i th r t~ or bridging the gap between the real0 an~ 

pJ'ltet edr s ; fi a ire , o st p fooli ng ours'ii\res / ~ ll come/ to
1 

~rips 1 £ i~h the reali tf of our limi \ ations a¼ s ilort l min~s, this 

i r a so k he ti'l to clo\~the l_o/P ~et;"_e ':__ \'jlhat __.,__a1 _a_n_rl_ w __ ,-=:-:/' 

h pb to · ) It is a time for decision, a time to boost your will 

to make changes with confidence that change is always possible. 
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The German romantic poet, Novalis, once said, "character is 

a perfectly educated will." 

~~ if.s1 ~~ rh1itCt e-ed:-sc.·pl,~ ' 
.Judaism · ·~ n education · .,...• m~==-r+ ·, 5 /}1*) l;\,sr ~ ~~ PP ~c:.u,-1-s ~ ~ . ,+- , ~ 

e wer 3 Jiu:i.p1liAe f c1tnafl.a Ia tsh co1m.:unity a tradition 
~ l,,f ½ <if fife-) I 

of values,~ a mdral 
1
s~stem built on deep foundations of belief. 

B t . t . th . ifl15 h 1 . f . . . 1 . d u , 1 is no 1ng, A ess tan use ess, 1 it is not 1nterna 1ze 
_/ 

and integrated into our thinking and feeling . 

Inside-Outside 

This summer I read Herman Wouk's latest novel, "Inside

Outside." It portrays several models of Jews who are trying to 

balance their public identity as Jews with their private and 

personal feelings and practices. The hero of the novel, David 

Goodkind, is the most complete, portrait in the 

English language of an American who is also a total Jew. 

David Goodkind, a successful tax attorney, is finishing off his 

duties as a special adviser to President Nixon in the closing 

days of Watergate. The White House is in a state of paralysis, 

and so, Goodkind has time to write his memoirs. What we now read 

is a typical American success story, that is, on the outside, the 

witty, sophisticated David Goodkind, graduate of Columbia 
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University, fits perfectly well into the executive chamber of the 

corporate worl~- gz.~,- it e =cat 

He is perfcclii at ease with 

the high and the mighty. Yet, inside, David ~oodkind is Jewish 
1
p 

$' , C)+1, l ivi-µp;;;-~ Aj ~n 'M n ""' heir, -ra-tLR . lf-,'5 17 ;w -teln1 J 
to the core. A Wouk's anecdotal des~ription of family -&casions id i"Cfud~c'!i_ 
a minor encyclopedia of Judaism; he takes us into the Yeshiva pttsot,eR.~ 
world where young David soaked up a solid Jewish education , 

including fluency in Talmud which, incidentally, arouses the 

intense curiousity and respect of the President. Once, walking 

into Goodkind's office 
J 

=uneed, the President finds his able 

assistant poring over a folio page of the Talmud with his head 

properly bedecked with a yarmulke. Goodkind explains the Talmud 

and the reader is likely to be fascinated. 

I was intrigued by a report in the New York Times that this d 
o~'1tu'1 red. 

highly amusing and informative portrayal of a full-blooded, :ai:l:O=" 

percent Jew was the reading choice of Frank Borman, president and 

chief executive of Eastern Airlines and Donald E. Petersen, 

chairman and chief executive of the Ford Motor Company, not to 

mention other non-Jewish celebrities and countless readers 

who have kept the book on the national best sellers list for 
-th iS 

months. What does» say to us? 

It says that the public is~ in the Jew who is 

like everybody else, but in the eAQu:agl ly Jewish Jew who is -----



tv-ho ~>~~ft>)~ /P ~ 
e ~ d O s /o C L,.l-;I, 0~ 0 ~ ~ c.l )et~t.t-,. 

- 10 - 'i-6 a ~fh'tf-,s %.-I.'.,,. .. ~ ~1:- · 

~ tvo v w h: t 1 ' 
cJ ,sf.~tt,;-re,, ~ 'cl 

C d1-f ferent in his beliefs, culture and mentality, who reflects the 
. w ko ~ J s ~h;"7f ./P s~ IP P. e~ i ""-s~ d a p 0vp 0SL--< 

thoughts and values of a 4,00~ year ola traditio~ A FeA,_si! ~ / 

u-:a ~dft;,.~)frtr:? 1/i5
~~ tha he might be able to 

contribute something special, something that is sorely missing in 

our civilization. 

I want to challenge you tonight to become Jews inside as 

surely1as you are Jews outside. 

The New Jewish Assertiveness 

In the nearly forty years 

an American rabbi, I have seen a significant change in the 

as 

attitude of American Jews to their Jewishness and especially so 

in response to anti-semitism. 

suffered humiliating restrictions in universities, housing, 

resorts, and the professions. Some of our leaders in their 

dubious wisdom, saw to it that Fortune Magazine, in the late 

30's, published a lengthy article about American Jews, •--J. •adea 

~ i):-h e;t U.aeig, in refutation of the anti-Semitic charge t .hat -Ir ,..1.-.1 , . 
wP-...ck ~~ /{)c)de,,d k,1t,-; ~1>'h t_; 

Jews dominated American life. The point of the article was one 
A. 

prolonged orgy of self-deprecation: 
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No, no, we don't dominate society .•• 

No, no, we don't dominate any major trade or industry. 

No, no, we aren't as important as you make us out to 

be. , and so forth. 

In my opinion, that article was 

point in American Jewish history -- a lapse of self-esteem, a 

gratuitous self-debasement, as though anti-Semites would like us 

better if we were less capable and less successful. 

Those were the days when Jews tried to hide their Jewishness 

like the plague. It was a rich topic for humor such as Goldberg 

running into his old buddy, Cohen, many years after graduation 

from college: 

GL "?,. l'7 1 (-1"Goldberg, am I glad to see you!" shouted Cohen. 

( "Tell me, what have you been doing?" 

1! ~ "Oh, I'm married and have two children.• 

"""(' ¥-{"You don't say?" said Cohen. "What kind of a living do 

you make?" 

"I'm a lawyer and doing very well. I'm a partner in 

the firm of O'Brian and Sullivan on Wall Street." 

~;5 '"""-~hat a surprise!" said Cohen. 

,.ggfh#,,. "I've got a bigger surprise," said Goldberg, 

~ am O'Brian!" 
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0 l,v\_ ~ ~ lo0lt,;_.(.-,,,,".J..-J-__ 

Those were the days when own people ~ 

1ft.dli.}' capitulated to the quota system and its implied second 

class citizenship. The highly esteemed Walter Lippmann, in a 

memorandum to Harvard University's admissions office in 1922 

agreed that it would be undesirable to allow (I quote) "a 

concentration of Jews in excess of 15%." ~G J t a 1339 ;.... I, 

myself, heard the Dean of the Cincinnati University Medical_ , 
~$,'-J£c,,J,sl_ 

School, himself a Jew, defend the medical school's f: c5€£ 1 1 i ve 

admissions policy because, as he said: "on the basis of academic 

scores alone, Jews would outnumber all other students." 

Today, Jews are proud and affirmative. The post-war 

generation will not accept_ religious or ethnic restrictions. If 

we predominate in any field, we don't apologize. It's to our 

credit and surely not our problem. 

Today, Jews don't mind being visible. Ethnicity, 
-fa.r '2'-w~ t 

distinctiveness is in. America has moveaAfrom the melting pot 

ideal of the 1920's to appreciation of religious and cultural 

diversity, which we call "pluralism." The popular author, Irving 

Wallace, grew up in the melting pot period and so he changed his 

original family name, Wallechinsky, to Wallace. His 

David, co-author with his father of the enormously successful 

"Book of Lists" and "The People's Almanac," recently discarded 

his Americanized name, Wallace, and took back the original family 

name, Wallechinsky. 
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Countless of our young people, in contrast with their 

parents and grandparents, like to visibly identify themselves as 

Jews, often with a star of David or mezuzah or even with a 

yarmuf lka, for all to see. 

The Inner Void 

Yes, they are proud and assertive, but I'm troubled by a 

question: What are they asserting? What are they proud of? 

What do they know? How much Judaism is inside the person who 

presents himself so affirmatively as a Jew outside?Tr often see 

a woeful emptiness. ~ ost of our adults have graduate degrees 

from universities, but only a smattering of Jewish knowledge 

disjointed memories of holiday celebrations and a few trivia of 

Jewish history -- hardly enough to keep up with a fourth grader 

in our Sunday School. The vast majority of our adults are Jewish 

illiterates. To most of us the Bible, the Talmud, the law codes 

and commentaries and the works of our philosophers are as remote 

as Egyptian hieroglyphics. Uncertain of your beliefs, many of 

you here tonight have no coherent world-view, no spiritual 

anchor. 

I wonder how many parents who let their children make their 

own decisions in religious and moral matters, are merely 
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rationalizing their abdication of authority as ~ .:en_e.v_ul.e=n..t -=kiila 

4!IJlfl tolerance. Are you so tolerant and permissive because of your 
~ore.£ ~her 

high respect for the ~ J;e9ri~y and intellectual ~ 11£ a tw rcc.e-- of 

your children? Or, are you tolerant and permissive as parents 

because you lack moral convictions of your own, and so cannot but 

maintain a neutrality of values? 

Surrender to the •New Morality• 

It is now well over twenty years that the new morality began 

to permeate the middle and upper-middle classes and no one took 

to it more rapidly than our super-liberal Jews. 

We swallowed all the cliches of the era and offered no 

resistence when some of our sons and daughters began to drop out 

of higher education: when they asserted the right to "hang loose" 

for indefinite periods: when they stretched out the allowance 

into full maintenance in apartments of their own: when they 

boldly asserted their new sexual freedom. Many parents, despite 

misgivings, provided contraceptive counsel and abortion 

assistance but kept silent on the moral issues of sex: when their 
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Where has thl5 new morality gotten us? The statistics are 

{t--.e. -~~ 
very grim. In the D.C. school system,~ girls dropf b~t 

otit-~AA.fv.l~ 
because of pregnancy ~ ~graduat e_5 from high school. In New York 

A 
City, 37% of all babies born are illegitimate '°'fl,Y 

In 1984, one out of four American households was victimized 

by violent crime. Jews have been swept along by the general 

moral decadence. To mention but one recent nationwide survey: 
Jllw'i5k. •;owl-IA.,, 

27% of all college-age A i are heavy drug or alcohol users. 

vt 

Is it not time to develop some doubts about the wisdom of 

the new morality? What is it other than moral anarchy? 

Must we wait for venereal diseases, including the dreaded 

AIDS disease, to terrorize our youth into a new respect for the 

old values? ~an we not motivate our children positively, as 

parents should, with well founded moral convictions which are 

part of a total system of beliefs, within a distinctly Jewish 

philosophy of life? 

Why I • 
~ 

r children? The 

~ 
because 

~~!::..:...!~?"--'dC=~~ 

don't know your tradition. 
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•Fingertip Jews• 

j~05e.5 Maimonides says: 

"There are two kinds of Jew~, Those who hold on to 

their religion, grasping it firmly, like a person will 

hold on to a rope to keep from drowning. And then, 

there are t hose Jews who cling to the Torah only with 

the tips of their fingers, not enough to be guided and 

helped by it, just barely enough to keep in touch with 

their faith." (From his "Letter of Consolation") 

vf e.' ve f-f-<? r ~ f '<f2"-+• p Jewo . j,;f;l}H,,-5'{---r >~ ;' -t ~ 
More than "fingertip Judaism" is needed to grab us and lead us 

out of chaos and direct us on a morally sound pathway in life.f 

In some of our larger cities~ developers are getting around 

the historic building preservation codes by buying out old 

buildings and gutting them except for the facade -- and then they 

build the high- rises right behind the i #t? C lb~ old 
w o s h,, --wt'U-k~~ 

buildings • .we-too of those facade buildings downtown 

along Pennsylvania Avenue. 

A huge number of our people are, what I would like to call, 

"Facade Jews." The old historic culture with its ~ ~l~i~e~f~sr-ia~A~dl--._ 



r . . 

You may 

haf/ decided 

we can build 

But only you 

have heard the news that your Board of Directors 

e.-- ~ ~~. to red,corate th-, sanctuary li8i, 1 l ly 1n 198A ~ Yes, 
c ~ a5s~~d caf}.£~-0 a more beautiful sanctuary for 5"Sw to &tt&lllhl1 irr.. ' ~ 

y ci 1,1;Y h e ~ ,-Ir_ 
can refurnish the sanctuary within/\,J/ Only you can 

develop the Jew inside, luminous with knowledge and resonant with 

the values of our people. ~nly you can close the gap between 
..... 

what you ar:Jand what ~ou know you should be. Only you can 

transform the veneer of Judaism into its substance; only you can 

change from the Judaism that is pretended
1
to one that is 

practiced. OitJy flii! <:ao he I cue= CGtttttMliQdiiLS Ill Our far th wlR>.., 

:¥heq pray in3, speak to Ged &lid, when s ttid~ ing Tor ah, hea, Qi')&-

..-speak t-0 them. 



RAFT OF ROSH HASHONAH SERMON 

Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God, King of the Universe, who kept 

us alive, sustained us and brought us unto this day. 

I ought to add to this beautiful, traditional blessing which we 

recite upon celebrating a major festivity, a special, private blessing. 

SN I ,Li ldl:r I:\ 4iiild] - k .;,g."!,.Jhis Rosh Hashonah marks a minor anniversary 

in my relationship with you. It is the fifth time that I have ~the 

privilege of ushering in the New Year with you. There is a prayer in my 

heart for all of you, for your health and well being. As I look around 

I am conscious of the presence in this Clongregation of many young people at 

whose Bar Mitzvah or Confirmation I officiated, of J .fll&t§- couples whom 

Ii... united in marriage or whose marriage I blessed from this pulpit,,..r 

cg new members who,.... joined our Congregation in recent years and Ill# 

many families of long standing membership whom I h!!!. 1 t, know better ~ow-£.~v-- ,st,avr~ 
• a~ their joys and sorrows in the course of these years. I 

take pleasure in the thought that I am no longer a newcomer in your midst. 

As I look around, I see ever so many; whose faces are familiar as regular 
./ c;t,-/~£.i I~ ~l.s" .,\&vAr-e. atfttoSL 

participants in our weekly Sabbath servi ces--and
1 

t=- J s/ I I 1) 
of 

otherywhom I can say that I have seen them here at least five times since 

my arrival in 1969. 

- Tonight I'm struck by the contrast between the predominant mood of 

this year and that of previous years. During the last several years, a 

whole cluster of problems clamored for our attention: the youth revolt, 

the drug scene, the crisis-torn Middle East, the endless fighting in 

Southeast Asia, the pathetic struggle of Soviet Jewry for basic human 

rights. 
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This year, one single issue doinates our thinking, our conversation, 

our concern. 

Watergate monopolizes our attention and not merely because the 

mass media have featured it so prominently. Like Adam and Eve after 

eating the forbidden fruit suddenly realized that they were naked, so 

Americans, all of a sudden, find themselves exposed, shamed and 

humiliated. Down at the pit of our stomachs is a terrible feeling of 
-to 

letdown. A system of government, deeply believed by us/lbe.. the finest 

ever conceived by the mind of man, has been shaken to its foundation. 

Do you remember the medieval Jewish legend of the golem? The 

golem was a robot, created out of clay, giant size, and brought to life 

through the great and saintly,mj racle-working Rabbie Loew of Prague. 

God revealed to Rabbi Loew the secret of animating the robot as well as 

putting an end to him if that was necessary. After inscribing, with 

certain blessings, upon the robot's forehead the Hebrew word -'ID x 
which means "truth" and consists of three letters, aleph, mem and tav, 

the golem would spring into life and do the rabbi's bidding. After 

performing numerous tasks for the benefit of the hard pressed Jewish 

community of Prague, the golem one day got out of hand and Rabbi Loew 

was forced to destroy him. He did it by erasing from his forehead the 

first letter, aleph, which turned the word "truth" into the word "death." 

Instantly, the golem disintegrated. 

~ d.- .,there is a profound message in the ancient 1 egend : -=r.a:m:w:ay 
-ttul±t , ieteg · 11 F1 111 l I .a t:&tad ■ ]9-l l t , ili6ffi -W&i#cl'y--4'@ll1E-=Aim¥A-W , 
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Although the courts have not yet rendered the verdict, it appears 

to many Americans as though the marks of truth had vanished from the Pr-e...s:de-1,,<..J 

and the highest officials of the land. 

( W d 1 h . th t th. t t. . hthQfl,-,~ ~ \ e are eep y appre ens1ve a 1s grea na ,on m1g ; ais,ntegrate 

"<f with the general loss of trust and confidence between the different 

l.,;1evels of authority and then, between the people at large. What would 

happen to a world whose peace and stability rest upon the precarious 

balance of power, if one of the principal nations, namely ours, can no 

longer be counted upon to hold up its share of responsibility? And 

what may we expect internally when patriotism and a sense of all embracing 

ational unity and purpose, already in perilous decline, must suffer the 

shock of seeing national leadership, bound by solemn oath 

to maintain law and order, .. plotters of sordid crimes, conspirators 

in burglaries, architects of deceitf How will all this affect John Doe's 
l-. 

resolve to live as a lm-1 abiding citizen <cmd :te Fil¢ 011 ljnnest rnce::.c tax 

r I 1?. What happens to the moral will of little people when their 

leaders exhibit contempt for 1 aw? How 1 ong wi11 the arms and 1 egs stay 

fi l t ,hy? 

e world's greatest psychologist to 

recognize that there is another side to the Watergate scandal. If candor 

be the rule of the day, as it must at this time of soul searching, we 

might detect within ourselves a trace of glee at this whole ugly affair. 

It is difficult to deny that the invisible 11 imposter 11 within us, namely 

the shady side of our own character, is simply delighted that the labels 
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of delinquency and corruption can be pinned prominently upon people 

other than ourselves. In fact, the wi eked heart td I I · ; f 11 G-f c,N 
t- tf k. "'-

smiles Atha t the glaring searchlight of moral scrutiny has been turned 
#\:1~~t{o{ ,Sii, Sr.l--v<~ 

away from us and now focuses upon those higher-ups who A. ,l:li l t; a.3 L11ey c7- ' 
11@:, ee sf tRe .pedfic roaJfeasanee pqitb .. hid1 tbay a, c cl1a,1.:.g:eti--, might 

now, in addition, be blamed for everything else that's wrong with 

the country, with our way of life, even with ourselves. 
,+ tv.i.s t'.e ,.,..,,,fe cl tltt> f- d--

Some months ago in mid-year I wr 8i I E!I jz~ · t · !ffe:cit 
Ji~J placed h.~~ lh fr.v~{~:Sy11 c't°.f-..J h o/d,i..-1 W{J 

bearded man A Ji a large pacarcf, on which ~ere i nscribed 

words: 

"Repent now; avoid the Yorn Kippur rush!" 

the 
d 

There isn't a rabbi in the country who wouldn't welcome a more 

even distribution throughout the rest of the year of the massive 
~hc.:.e_- c\ 

patronage the synagogue experiences rt gld@; tktD 21~i@ ib A year. In 

fact, it has often been suggested that if confessbn and repentance have 

such drawing power, why not offer it to individual Jews on a daily personal 

basis, just like the confessional of the Catholic church? 

There is no use trying. We know it wouldn't work with us. When 

it comes to repentance, we do not seek it on an individual basis. We 

prefer to take our repentance together, collectively. It accords with 

one of the deepest insights of Judaism, namely that, morally speaking, 

we are al involved and implicated wi one with the other. The Talmud 
. . . i) ~ ( », .,,P , c , r r-:;,,, j r-, 

states it ,n the often-quoted principle · /IC)'C/ /:) 

11 All of Israel are responsible, one for the other." 
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Let us apply this principle now to the nation and say: All 

Americans, Jews, Christians adn those of no faith, share responsibility 

for the moral climate of our land. I should like to suggest to you how 

certain character failings in the principle figures of the Watergate 

scandal, far from beings exceptions in an ethically pure nation, are 

actually representative of a widespread, sub-surface, moral corruption a 

pl ch may be even more destructive than the well publicized delinquenci~s] 

~ g our higher ups. 
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---hope~ It comes from 11 kav 11 which means line, cord. Tikvah describes 

that mental process by which we reco nize continuity, a line, between 

past, present and future ! ' Or, 

ourselves and powers outside. The sin of despair is that it refuses 
-the. o~ 

to recognizeAcontinuity ~ndconnection ~ our personal existence 

with other powers and developments which may greatly change things 

for us. Tu e~S.\,l,,\,,'~t-,-s ? ~ J_ €. ~-st- ,._....,.,'---_ 
0 : 

~
14
hr,..--..,.-~,;:~~~r;-rr.~~*,;F,~~~ ~ ~~M:;-ff~,:;;n:;--- a larger context. (!h.J °'-<__ 

state of mind that sees~•--•~.._a..._a connection between yesterday, today 

and tomorr~~ --A path Into a 111eani,1gftll futl:lre is possible anJy_f.o.r 

those wlio liave llad a 111ea11 i 119 Ful past] 
,.. 

What is the difference between hope and wishful thinking? Wishful 

thinking is the baseless assumption, unjustified by previous experience -that-~ 1HedJ1~~L 
tvt>Hd.~- .-w.11 hii'pp.R..,.__,, / 0 

~ for example, a street cleaner who keeps looking for a million dollars 

in the garbage. There's really nothing in his previous experience to 

give rise to such hopes. But hope, real hope, is an act of faith 

rooted in a knowledge of the past, a line that evolves from one reality 

and stretches to another. For example, the hope of the ill for 
-~ 

recovery is not wishful thinking, but an expectation justified by some 
. ,b t I q_ - s ,') cl I II c,ct,..J F. cctvcil I cc f. Q,•~ '· w., 'hec, a Lu I "P fpJ_. 

previous experience of health rega1ned. ~ Our hope for universal love, 

for brotrerhood, for peace -- these hopes are not items of wishful 

thinking, but hopes grounded in some experience, however, limited, in 

which we tasted love, felt the strength of brotherhood and witnessed 

the beauty of reconciliation and the joy of peace. Do not mix up hope 

with wishful thinking. Hope is not fanciful imagination. Hope is the 
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real ism of faith. Hope belongs to the man who knows that there is a 

line of meaningful development from the past through the present into 

the future. 

3~ Mutual Encouragement 

I wonder if you can see in this light the high therapeutic value 

~~a:;a(.~ e::~=~tht::.r~~Pst{;: People banding together 
~ 1re.-eo//er:f,-,,-e{.:i- re~ etM b,e,1,,.:1 t e~+.-.....e__~,.,.,.,.,.c,Ji.,,;) ,h --ft;e,, p ~1+-~j 7/:i:b;;r. r. :.5 °(it,.o, ),-.. 

in IDngregational prayer ar 0 h11 lR~ confidence and hope ' · 
•,, /J ~d I\ Ov Q3ec~ ~r-PM•'1t¥f:Gfutit the characteristic mental climate of a rel1g1ou ce 

~ o J~ ~ f eCGw{-d!/ltck-
is • t ~/\toward the future. Are not most of our prayers stimulants 

to resolution, articulation of great hopes, the voicing of beautiful 

visions? Is not every worship assembly a pooling of hopes, a time to 

reconfirm our belief that strife will not forever divide mankind, that 

justice will rule in the end, that integrity and goodness are not in 

vain, that a spirit of reason will lead us into a brighter future, that 

the world will not end with an explosion but rise to a higher order of 

relations among men? 

Conclusion 

I believe it was Napoleon who once said: "There are no hopeless 

situations; there are only men who have grown hopeless about them. 11 

The first step in seeking release from the choking grip of 

hopelessness is to realize that the unwelcome circumstances surrounding 

us are not permanent. Nothing in life is permanent. If you have only 

one more tomorrow, you have hope. 

The second step is to see the larger picture. During the Battle 

of Waterloo in which Napoleon's army was decisively defeated, a British 

officer stormed into the tent of the Duke of Wellington and exclaimed 

with terror in his voice: 
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"Sir, we have been beaten. Napoleon's forces are upon us. 11 

The Duke ~-!ii- turned to the off i c er and s a i d : ''tr'tr~~~s ~I i;;;;;>:J_.::=ii~;:ct~(:;:, 

~Young man. et yourself a bigger map, and you will see that 

we have won the battle." 

Get yourself a bigger map in life. Look beyond the present 

moment. See things in the larger context and some of your momentary 

difficulties may turn out to be stepping stones toward future 

victories. 

The thi · ope is to surround yourself 

sh opefulness, my friends, 

1
. f ~~ 1,us,-5[-y ~ ~ ~ ... 

I may say so, a mutual fund. - J ..19-,,- ·~ ·~d -,-,,.vu,~:_., 

re not the first generation to believe that there has nevar--

a time more difficult than ours. There 1 s never been a finer 

esponse to despair and hopelessness than that of Isaiah whose days 

ere full of calamity: 

"If ye will not confide, ye shall not abide. Hope is life and 

is hope. 

AMEN 



.. 

Yorn Kippur 
9 Tishri, 5746 

WHY I AM A JEW 

By Rabbi Joshua O. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

September 24, 1985 

j ; 

fa 11 e o s fi or t _o r :nra'l¥7)-r-om i. s 

night that I wish to speak on a most personal topic, one I 

have never dealt with before but whose time has surely come. In 

this, my last year as a congregational rabbi, I believe I owe my 

people a kind of spiritual summing up and tonight's topic will be 

the first in a series of deeply personal statements of faith 

which I have planned for this year. 

-f-0,~ 
My topi/\ is: 

Why I am a Jew. 
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_Jew ,sh~ ;- s ])esfi'hy 
C 

In my childhood, I would have answered simply: I am a Jew 

because I was born so. My Jewish birth was a primary facet of my 

existence'- as eh i us aRa s0yond questioR as th.e_fac:t that I wa:a 

-'i;o1 , it:1ta:the Caocas,imr=race -a.no..ma.l:e.,---I....al J.e, tJ.a11 fewaJ~. My 

parents, my whole family, were Jewish, and therefore I, too, was 

Jewish -- and that was that! 

This fact has remained the foundation of my Jewish 

consciousness. Jewishness is destiny,8Eli:::::!!l:=1=,~~~D!~;. My Jewish 

identity was pre-determined for me. it.£ 411 ltff a1..cw l;\21 s gqiug has;;~ 

ct.£ LhE creel ioo o±:-the---people :o:£ ISl'.~.e.l-:-- I was present in the 

genes of those Israelites who stood at Mount Sinai to confirm the; r 

covenant with God. ~ eenturies earlier, I must have been 

encompassed among the descendants of Abraham who was told by 

God: "I will make of thee a gre~ nation ••• " At that time, 
"'' "'4 ~ ~ bo ,-~ J ew _s .:,~ 

nearly 4,000 years ago, you and were all pre-destined for our 

identity, chosen, or if you will, drafted for a special role in 

history. 

Now, there are some deeply troubled Jews who, dud j I~~ 
? Sil c of p&itqts "i:'ea negative attitudes toward their own 

1ity-Hiet...-f>cY-~, 
identity 'l\ think of Jewishness as a birth defect, as a stigma. 

was most fortunate. Somehow, my parents succeeded in conveying 

to me the feeling that being 

I 
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Jewish was the best thing that could have happened to me. They 

marked our home with a big mezuzah, which taught me to 

acknowledge my Jewishness publicly. Our table 

conversation often touched on great Jewish artists, scientists, 
t-v-()l:lt-~ 

writers or other Jewish celebrities who made the news. 1 

our 
spoke of the heroic achievements of J · I pioneers in 

Palestine. 
.AN.> 

They gave 1'IKl. a strong sense of pride of being part of 

a wonderful, 1. J 11 gifted, supremely successful people of 

superior character. 

Soon, events proved how much I needed this innoculation of 

self-esteem. Within the first few years of elementary school, I 

must have been seven or eight years old, I experienced my first 
~lo~. 

daily barrage of anti-Semitic ts 8$. Several classmates made it 

a practice to shout after me such endearing terms as "dirty Jew, 

Jewish pig, and Christ-killer." Had I been less fortified from 

within, these abuses would have had a shattering effect. In my 

case, I looked upon my persecutors as fools and the scum of the 

earth. My reaction was not "What's wrong with me?" but "What's 

wrong with them?" -- very much like any healthy-minded young 

American today would react if a gang of aliens called him "dirty 

American" or "American pig ~ would, however, be a liar if I 
tt,~ 1 ~?:,,,_·+-_ ~w'1-~ d-:-~ ~rl a--:::::.~ o----. . ~ , 

.- -'3eR1ed A:tffi &129 n & ; tht _ 73?CT, I • lit I ran my daily 

gauntlet of anti-Semitic name calling. Having been told by my 
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parents that Christ was a Jew, I thought I ought to tell this 

news to the priest of the large Roman Catholic Church opposite 

our schol where all my Christian classmates went to worship. 

The priest, in his clerical collar and long black cassock 

coat, was gpod enough to listen, shook his head and mumbled 

something. \ !±J~j:gg),./~ o/ ~·-/}..._h~ ~" es that, now, his 

young parishioners would be duly enlightened and cured of their 

hostility. But, when instead, one of my tormentors picked up 

some rocks to hurl at ~e together with all the usual 

exclamations, I was filled with rage, fell upon him and 

eaR'li ~ '@s him a ferocious is violent response 

ended the name-calling for the rest of my elementary school days, 

Ever since, I have been unable to repudiate Jewish militancy in 
,h. 0 v-~ 

absolute terms 1 bs:;l:1 'iui~, · to survive, we need to 

use our fists as well as our brain_~/ Jr:)ed-11<e_;.-ki:\kiY£J.'S- C~ ~1,c.,,r,n.,'S>t-t., 
/ ( B .,a-; I ~~ -{ha,f ;,,µ. ~rrk~ 5~A- d1,A-J~ ~:11 

_ +o \A/.1.Q. d- . We~s,i--e..s,.s, " ~ ~-.$.,, ~ 
-------I never again had an encounter with anti-Semitism on a 

physical level, but, every day of my life in Vienna, I 

experienced this hatred, in one form or the other, as graffiti, o~ ;,,_ 

es I 

second national anthem, with the spine-chilling line about the 

German people's joy when seeing Jewish blood spurting from their 

knives. 
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How did all this affect my Jewishness? I believe very much 

like Edmond Fleg, the French playwright and author of many books, 

who told us in his autobiography "Why I am a Jew," how the anti

semitic storm that raged over France in the wake of the Dreyfus 

Affair at the turn of the century, challenged him to explore his 

own Jewish roots. 

I, too, had only a few flimsy notions of what Judaism and 

Jewish history were all about. Anti-Semitism made me curious, 
Cr-~ d ~ 

.i:bbon1; fllJ he · IJ!i _ My teenage Jewish mind aEic~ et1L f:£ 
4 -t)i i5 

knowJ the answer ... question: 

What inspired Jews to cling to their Jewishness in 
~j~ 

spite of ceaseless persecution? After a11; t+,ey were 

far from fools. What were those great values tt~s~ •mh1i:

previous generations were willing to diefor 1-

Thus, the question "Why am I a Jew?" became, for me, a still 

~ 01-:SOh~ ~evJ h more gha .gt:; question: "Why remain a Jew?" 

( ~rl I~ ~ ve,J f Sei(::fsfeei~ J ewid. Lea,,,,~ ---r Edmond Fleg was married, had a son, one year-old, and a 

successful play to his credit•.....,_ Ke dropped everything and 

took three years off to study Judaism. Answers to "Why should I 

remain a Jew?" could not be invented. These had to be searched 
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out throughout~ history and literature, from the Bible to the 

present. Edmond Fleg knew that it would take years, and perhaps, 

a lifetime. 

was, 

I made a similar commitment at the age o~sjxteen, 
~~ I k COr. ~ @ I fdCI sfuc/y4 

of course, much ® ·~- l <auoi. a oearel>, 

when it 

Providentially, a brilliant scholar of Judaism dropped, so 

to speak, from heaven, to be my private tutor. My uncle, Arje, a 

reform rabbi with a Ph.D. degree in Philosophy, was driven out of 

Berlin by Adolf 
wl-iole., 

home for a/\year 

the original Hebrew and showed 

J.Je,-
9M- came to live in our 

of the Bible in 

me the Biblical roots of Western 

civilization: the sanctity of life, the ideal of one mankind, 

the idea that all human beings have God-given right1, especially -t:e:_ 

ko'-' i\// ~ ;t:JJ¼J:6~ ;.di{ec/ :fo /-,;;:f_ 
the birthrf· ht of freedom. He showed me JA_,:1 t..h n,B-liJ ens 1 Jes E 1 

(i ..J Oa cl..fr.~ otvf-8 f)u.L. h,'J,/Pv--:-c ~~U-, ~cl, 
.:J),l?\Jl~ 1 bistor7 how Jews have been among the foremost partisans of 

free ·,t,t,,@~~ca;e~ Sch J : 
l~,(,,"..J~~t:-1:;! d' ~ 

Hebrew accent." 

pi;..-
With his encyclopedic knowledge, Uncle Arje could point..-•

/{ 

the enormous Jewish role in all of the cultural 

breakthroughs of western civilization in medicine, in 
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navigation, in the transmission of ancient philosophy, and in the 

development of all the sciences. What I learned gave me reasons 

for pride -- and so, 

I am a Jew because my studies convinced me that e 
II 1~f2-ct-'" 

stone so often rejected by oureltnemies, isAthe chief cornerstone 
~ 

of our civilization. 

Is there a Jew who grew up in the Christian world who has 

not asked himself: Why are they so many, and we so few? 

Why remain part of a people which, except for the state of 

Israel, is a minority everywhere? Even in lands where we are 

most populous, w~ number no more than three per cent of the total 
/ ~5kd ~: 

population./\ Could fJn~ billion Christians be wrong? Why belong 

to a tiny minority11!eli~iaR l♦ hich t L!t no more than 15 
one-third 

mill ion, about ~fl I 1 f of one percent of the world's population? 

One can make a good case for the argument that the majority 

is not neceb/:;:.il) y superic_;f;~f~~ minority. After all, there 

are tons ofAcoal for every~aratCbf diamonds. Philosophers are 

vastly outnumbered by street cleaners. In the field of religion, 

the Jews are God's officers' corps. 

This became clear to me after a memorable visit to the St. 

Steph~n•s Cathedral, Vienna's majestic landmark. I believe, it --
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was a public organ recital that first drew me into this massive 

shrine of Christendom which took nearly one thousand years to b 1.4,;)J., 

~:pl 

dark. 

tp ..a-Once inside, I stayed for the service. 

tff@ii'columns raised the ceiling sky-high. 

It was very 

Large crowds 

of worshippers walked c:,:· El} in and out. Those who sat down or 
+o wh(.) 

kneeled~JE!Jly spoke a word. They listened °W, the"~ergy ,frayed 

for the was then nearly 18 years old andAthinling about 
So ·r l,vt\J~ jh~;._. 'l 

becoming a rabbi. /l fhe splendidly attired priests and the many 

acolytes, walking in measured steps, were impressive. Everywhere 

I looked, I saw different altars, sculptures, paintings of the 

madonna and saintskp 
j h,... 

c]; the glow of countless candles. 

What got across to me was the splendour, the opulence and the 

power of the church which made the individual worshipper feel 50 5'n4a/~ 
5o 

insignificant «t'Td-totally dependent. It was as though the church 
) 

said to its people: You are too small, too weak and ~oo 
b ,f;..adJ -== 

insignificant to be heard'~ need the mighty Church to speak 

for you~J2.-.:::{J!lt ::a sl:alJ: mediate between you and 7_l JI 5, 

God. 0 ~, t-r if -ti, 1"0 r- vlA js,~ A I 71<, ·'ri) I 

The next day, I went to the synagogue. It was far from 

awesome. Only occasional moments of solemnity would break the 

prevailing mood of informality. Here, my fellow Jews, wrapped in 
5 tv a.~ i k._P i)r,, cl 

their tall isim, were .aM1 'ti¢g /)~ singing their prayers. Among the -crowd @ii a ;mel!L;g : 1 _tl; 1;.,. it was difficult to single out 

the rabbi or cantor. I noticed an inscription above the ark: 



"Know before Whom thou standest." 

This dramatically underscored ~••• .. • the difference between 

Synagogue and the Church, between Judaism and Christianity. 
~ U 'l'\O h~ v-r--,-e r- 1 

stands directly before God. ~ There is no need for 

institutions. We can pray without clergy. The 

is not designed to overpower the individual with the 

that he must depend on the institution or the rabbi to 

him before the Almighty. The Jew must be his own 
-

'8e . . hi 
!:11 1ng Jew1s difficult. To be halfway 

competent and knowledgeable as a Jew, takes years of concentrated 

learning. • and that makes us an elitist religion. 

What a privilege I thought it would be to spend my life 

helping fellow Jews realize the ancient vision: "You shall be 

unto me a kingdom of priest and a holy nation." And so I 
01~ 

decided, not lilC3/i to be a Jew myself, but also help others 

realize their full Jewish potential. 

I am a Jew because we would not lower our standards low 

enough to become a religion of the masses. {"r,ut ::1:; ~ raised 

our requirements to make Judaism the faith of an enlightened 

minority. 



I 

My forty years in the rabbinate have given me another ason 
I~ op..e.. J,°~f.vOk ·f-t~~kl ~r t-c>s 1n1aud Ii h . 13 ~IJ..Lh-wftt ; s : 

for wanting to be a Jew. A I am a Jew because I love Jews! If_ So 

many of the most admirable people in the world are Jews. Some 

are people I have met, others are historical personalities I have 

encountered in my studies. 

Among the Jews I came to love was a 92 year-old little lady 

in my first congregation, Aunt Minnie Brown, of the Gates of 

Heaven Temple in Mobile, Alabama. She prayed with a smile. To 

her, the words of Torah or of the prayerbook, were precious 

gems. 

ideal of tzedakah. For example, she would walk several miles to 
tl4 bhs f:"c_ "<' few co;i..5 

Temple so that she might save · and then put .cl.is mottc1 
pu~.s..e-

into a special little wrl lel as odd i I io mrl charity money for 

the next distribution. 

I am a Jew because I love charitable Jews like Minnie Brown. 

I am thinking of an 18 year-old refugee, Egon Loebner, whom 

I helped bring to this country at the end of the war. Egon, a 

native of Czechoslovakia, survived a dozen concentration camps 

and a death march during which tens of thousands of Jewish 

children . perished. Egon, though deprived of all formal 

education for five years, managed to study secretly l'Jll:JI 
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2i&E!!!~l!!l!!!!!!l!~g•t~L from scraps of printed material and learned from 

older inmates enough science and philosophy so that, upon arrival 

in the U.S.A., he could go straight on to college. 

He earned his doctorate in Physics and after a spectacular 

career in industry, became the science adviser to our U.S. 

Embassy in Moscow with ambassadorial rank. In order to repay his 

debt to the Jewish people, he taught Sunday school wherever he 
H~ 

lived~ even organized a religious 

I am a Jew because I love valiant Jews, as brilliant and 

loyal as Egon Loebner. 

The historian Cecil Roth tells of a luminous incident in one 

of the darkest moments of our histlly. It was the year 1492, 

King Ferdinand of Aragon expelled the Jews from his subject 

kingdom of Sicily, as he had done earlier in Spain. Before they 

left, the local Jewish communities of Sicily, presented a 

petition to the government, asking for certain concessions, some 

of them pitifully small. They asked, for example, to be allowed 

to take with them, the tallith used in prayer. This was 

refused. Then they asked, -- and this request was granted, 

that those of their slaves whom they have set free in happier 

days, should be allowed to retain their liberty. 
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At the culmination of their own agony, they thought of 

the misery of others. 

And this is only one of many great moments in Jewish history 

which should make us glow with pride and admiration.'1fJ I~ e. Je,w 0ec~ 
tu..t ~ 6.__ ~~>>,. - ~- d- (2_~ hd,,V",-~ 
b~""-UL.7{ -3> .__.,..,.,,,,. """--,_-,_ J r,2-lf tt~?-ud., 

{~ke,icl d) Professor W1l ~~~~:liLl~~~~W1~~~~opkins if 
University who did not know a Jew until he was 21 (but ~~a,-ui/·c/4.j, 

~, e ..-»to u--ecl 
i l!!lit ?i t after -eemiRS to Bal ti more) said: 

"Jews tend to have a more intelligent attitude toward 

education and culture and also to have a keener feeling 

for moral and social problems." 

A vtd d 0 ~ ·+-~ /u,,o w fit cl,, t ! 
The statistical evidence is so overwhelming that the 

novelist-scientist, C.P. Snow, was driven to the conclusion that 

Jews are a racially superior people. Whatever the explanation, 

be it the genius of our culture or the Jewish genes, Jews are a 

uni9ue peo~le. 7P If 5:wkov.r, o-ee ~ els t~~j Jbcd?,t,:i-_~ ~ f;w
fhci,r~~, ~. ~ ~~ ~bf'~~..£-tk,.Jt·f-~ -.1e-1Ar 

~ ~.~ ,µ> rcY-~ 
We are an cl:it!ft people, intellectually and morally. 

J2-c noY'C.L'vi ~ 

I am a Jew because the more I learned the more I came to 

admire my people. 



I am a Jew because I discovered Judaism as the most direct 

channel to God. 

I am a Jew because I love Jews. 
WHA1 Kl NJ ~rJ fW WtlL- you (3E c_ 

Justice Louis Brandeis said that his only regret about 

having been born Jewish was that, as a result, he never had the h()J10V 

ueppor&tt .. ilzj: of choosing to be a Jew. 

B 7 
For you who are Jews by birth, the choice is not. to be a 

Jew, but what kind of Jew to be1 What kind of Jew do you choose 

w: II ~ k ~.f ~ oR;. e« dee/{::;;- o ~ eh· 
r a b,e_ ('a> rt', ;f ~c1 f "eel w .-th, ; t- ?;-

to be? 

When a Torah scribe finishes the writing of a new Torah 

scroll, he does not write out the last column, but merely traces 

with an extra fine pen the outlines of each letter. At the 

dedication celebration of the scroll, members of the Congregation 

are called to the Torah and each fills in with black ink the 

inside of his letter. 

ivdl 
This is what I pray you ·,1@ 1.iil. d do with your own Jewish 

identity. Your Jewishness was conferred upon you as a mere 
Th~·s wk~+~ rem.vecl vt- hirtl....-- . 

outline ,~ a form of belonging. /\ Now, each of you must fill in $13 

~ · h-e-ric'h conte t o Jewis Iearn-ing amt i~iving. I c-all 

()°'"" s p; ,,-1,,.-..e__ ; kS; d,. - - J e,,., ,-5/,..J,.,_o,,.,Pf«t,v,f "-e{, 'J', I e ~ • ":-'f -J /,"•CJ-
-, ii,c/f ;s tn<Vf-~~ ~ (A-<) -d-fo;,..n.._, T/J;f- ~ ~f-t¾<IJ~f-' 
tJ~ . ':!I_/ 

I k"" ~ I~~ .k.., b..:f-w;/~ Lw~ f 



C 0 ke_ t, 14v"' __,'-""---- -fe "'. ~ ,1 i!-, cJ 
'){l--e~JJ pr:v~Je µ he 

if O "" ,-e_ t\ 0 J e,,,, b b ; ,.. R / 

fu.o,._e ~ C . j~ b c/, 0 ,- ce_____ , tr,.,., 1t:£; sfre,-;ti---
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Your Annual Check Up 

The story is told about a teenager who- rather nervously 

entered a drug store, asked the proprietor to change a quarter, 

hurried into a telephone booth and dialed a number. He left the 

door of the booth opened a little and, as a result, the druggist 

couldn't help overhearing the conversation: 

•iHe 1 1 o , i s th i s 3 6 2 -3 3 4 4? . • • I t i s? • • • May I ta 1 k 

to the boss? ••• Oh,~ are the boss! Well, then can 

you tell me, do you need a good office boy? •• You say 

you have a good one? ••• Well, wouldn't you like to 

make a change? ••• You say you don't care to make a 

change? ••• I see, that's alright, thank you!" 

The young fellow was about to walk out when the druggist s!opped 

him: 

"I'm really sorry you didn't get that job -- better 

luck next time!" 

"Thank you for your interest," said the young man, "but 

I ' v e K_Q.!. the j ob , anyhow. " 



INSIDE-OUTSIDE 

Rosh Hashanah Eve 
1st Tishri, 57~6 

By abbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washi gton Hebrew Congregation 

Sun ay, September 15, 1985 

I 
Tonight, I stand this pulpit very much aware that this 

will be the last High Day season which I shall be privileged 

Yes, on the one hand, there is great reluctance to change a 

relationship so fulfilling and it makes me sad to think that 

this, too, must end. On the other hand, I am happy that I 

reached my decision in the bet possible frame of mind. I am 

grateful to God that it was not because of ill-health er ill-will 

or, God forbid a Congregational crisis. But, quite to the 

contrary things have gone so well that, having reached most of 

the goals I set for myself sixte n years ago, I now feel free to 

which I must free myself from all resent duties. 

I 

I look forward to sitting in yo r midst, next to Maxine and 

my family, at future High Holy 

then, however, there 

to do this year -- and I shall do it 

enthusiasm. 

many a Sabbath. Until 

and teaching for me 

undiminished 
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"What do you mean?" -- asked the druggist. 

"You see," said the boy, "that was my own boss I was 

talking to. I was only checking up on myself." 

Every.person wants to find out where he stands. We all need 

a mental and moral check up no less than a physical checkup. The 

High Holy Days meet this need for inventory, for stock-taking, 

for an inner check up. And for those who come only this one time 

a year, I say: this is your annual check up! 

It is known as Cheshbon Ha-Nefesh, the accounting of the 

soul or self-judgment. How can you get the greatest possible 

benefit from such a check up? 

In the first place, you must be convinced that you really 

need this exercise for your own inner well being. Look at it 

this way: our souls get adulterated, cluttered with the debris 

of unrealized plans and intentions, broken resolutions, betrayals 

and infidelities. Face the fact that each of us has to clean up 

his act. But, bear in mind: we are often the poorest judges of 

our own life, and we do worse in trying to judge others. 
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Appearance and Reality 

In this connection, the Bible brings us valuable insight. 

The prophet Samuel was told to choose, as King over Israel, the 

best qualitJed of the son's of Jesse. So, Samuel lined up seven 

young brothers, all sons of Jesse, to make his choice. His eye 

fell on Eliab, and he liked what he saw. Eliab was the oldest, 

the tallest and the most impressive one in the family. He was 

about to say, this is our man, when God put Samuel straight: 

"Look not on his face or height .•• people look on the 

outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the heart." 

(I Sam. 16.7) 

We must not be deceived by appearances. A person inside may 

be very different from what he appears on the outside. 

We are trained at an early age to make impressions. My 

mother, God bless her soul, when presenting her darling son and 

daughter to friends, always whispered to us below her breath: 

SMILE -- even when we had nothing to smile about. Later I 

learned, as everyone else, to bow to social etiquette, which 

makes us look interested in company, when actually bored, and to 
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say "I am sorry" - even when we feel no regret or, "thank you" 

even when feeling no gratitude, just for the sake of a courteous 

appearance. 

1te(R:d=ghf iif_t~i'@.si, v,/e must wipe off the veneer of our 

pretenses and face ourselves the way we are. must ., 

become aware of the gap between outward appearance and inner 

reality. 

It is not easy to face oneself in the mirror of absolute 

truth. Rare is a person like Cromwell who ordered the artist to 

paint his portrait "with warts" and all. 

The Cheshbon Ha-Nefesh, is a painful process. In the search 

light of uncompromising truth, many a giant shrinks into a 

dwarf. Many who maintain an outward appearance df such poise, 

confidence and success, in their own heart know wherein they have 

failed and how full of fears they are. This is your opportunity 

to reassess your position, your occupation, your ambi'tion. This 

is your chance to have a look at yourself in relationship to your 

family and co-workers. Reaching inward, you will come in touch 

with the real being that is you. If you make that silent 

confessional review of your life, you might emerge 
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liberated from the heavy burden of pretending. You will then 

have reached the first major goal of this sacred day which is 

also known as Yorn Ha-din, the day of judgment. 

T'Shuvah -- Recovery of Your Better Self 

What is the second major goal? It is making good on the 

• 

decisions that are shaping up in our minds. It is going through 

with real changes in our behavior, in our treatment of others. 

This process is known as T'shuvah, return to something good and 

noble within, the recovery of our better self. 

Our youngest grandson, Jonathan is wild about a toy which 

has flooded the market. It is called a transformer. The thing 

may at first look like a miniature car, but if you move this or 

that part one way or the other, presto, the car is transformed 

into a robot. 

It is all so quick and easy. But, a character 

transformation, my friends, is a ve~y difficult process. Yet it 

is possible. We believe in the possibility of self

transcendance. We believe in the power of any person to be 

virtually reborn. 
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We Jews are optimists. That is why we change the Torah 

covers to white on the High Holy Days in keeping with Isaiah's 

sentence: 

"Though your sins be red as scarlet, they shall be as 

•'wh i t e as snow • " ( I s • 1 • 1 8 ) 

Never say it is too late. 

If you consider any change in your life or character, what 

counts is the first step. A traveler once asked a townsman in a 

strange and isolated little town: 

"What is this place famous for?" The native thought 

and then answered: "Well Mr., this is a good starting 

point for any other place in the world." 

So is this hour. This is a good starting point for a new 

beginning. It is a time for decision, a time to boost your will 

to make changes with confidence that change is always possible. 

The German romantic poet, Novalis, once said, "character is 

a perfectly educated will." 
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Judaism, addresses itself to the will. It is an education 

in moral discipline. It is not just a collection of concepts or 

beliefs. It is a tradition of values, a way of life, a moral 

system built on deep foundations of belief. But, it is nothing, 

it is less than useless, if it is not internalized and integrated 

into our thinking and feeling 

Inside-Outside 

This sunmer I read Herman Wouk's latest novel, "Inside

Outside." It portrays several models of Jews who are trying to 

balance their public identity as Jews with their private and 

personal feelings and practices. The hero of the novel, David 

Goodkind, is the most complete portrait in the English language 

of an American who is also a total Jew. David Goodkind, a 

successful tax attorney, is finishing off his duties as a special 

adviser to President Nixon in the closing days of Watergate. The 

White House is in a state of paralysis, and so, Goodkind has time 

to write his memoirs. What we now read is a typical American 

success story, that is, on the outside, the witty, sophisticated 

David Goodkind, graduate of Columbia University, fits perfectly 

well into the executive chamber of the corporate world. He is 

perfectly at ease with the high and the mighty. Yet, inside, 
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David Goodkind is Jewish to the core. He has internalized and 

integrated his heritage. It is part of his character and 

personality. Wouk's anecdotal description of family occasions is 

a minor encyclopedia of Judaism; he takes us into the Yeshiva 

world where young David soaked up a solid Jewish education 

including.1luency in Talmud which, incidentally, arouses the 

intense curiousity and respect of the President. Once, walking 

into Goodkind's office, the President finds his able assistant 

poring over a folio page of the Talmud with his head properly 

bedecked with a yarmulke. Goodkind explains the Talmud and the 

reader is likely to be fascinated. 

I was intrigued by a report in the New York Times that this 

highly amusing and informative portrayal of a full-blooded, one 

hundred percent Jew was the reading choice of Frank Borman, 

president and chief executive of Eastern Airlines and Donald E. 

Petersen, chairman and chief executive of the Ford Motor Company, 

not to mention other non-Jewish celebrities and countless readers 

who have kept the book on the national best sellers list for 

months. What does this say- to us? 

It says that the public is not interested in the Jew who is 

like everybody else, but in the Jewish Jew who is 
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distinctive and different in his beliefs; culture and mentality; 

who reflects the t~oughts and values of a 4,000 year old 

tradition; who has something to say to people in search of a 

purose; who has something to say to a world in chaos, looking for 

order and security, to a world that is morally decadent and 

wondering·how to be rehabilitated. Only a Jew who knows his 

heritage might be able to contribute something special, something 

that is sorely missing in our civilization. 

I want to challenge you tonight to become Jews inside as 

surely as you are Jews outside. 

The New Jewish Assertiveness 

In the nearly forty years of my life as an American rabbi, 

have seen a significant change in the attitude of American Jews 

to their Jewishness and especially so in response to anti

semitism. 

Before World War II, our instinctive reaction under attack 

was to become inconspicuous and, if possible, invisible. Those 

were the days when Jews suffered humiliating restrictions in 
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universities, housing, resorts, and the professions. Some of our 

leaders in their dubious wisdom, saw to it that Fortune Magazine, 

in the late 30's, published a lengthy article about American Jews 

in refutation of the anti-Semitic charge that Jews dominated 

American life. The point of the article which was loaded with 

statistics was one prolonged orgy of self-deprecation: 

No, no, we don't dominate society .•• 

No, no, we don't dominate any major trade or industry. 

No, no, we aren't as important as you make us out to 

be ••• , and so forth. 

In my opinion, that article was a low point, perhaps the 

most shameful point in American Jewish history -- a lapse of 

self-esteem, a gratuitous self-debasement, as though anti-Semites 

would like us better if 'we were less capable and less successful. 

Those were the days when Jews tried to hide their Jewishness 

like the plague. It was a rich topic for humor such as Goldberg 

running into his old buddy, Cohen, many years after graduation 

from college: 

"Goldberg, am I glad to see you!" shouted Cohen. 
"Tell me, what have you been doing?" 

"Oh, 1 'm married and have two children." 
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"You don't say?" said Cohen. "What kind of a living do you 
make?" 

"I'm a lawyer and doing very well. I'm a partner in the 
firm of O'Brian and Sullivan on Wall Street." 

"What a surprise!" said Cohen. 

"I've got a bigger surprise," said Goldberg, 
"I am O'Brian!" 

Those were the days wh~n our people were looking for 

cover. Some of our own people even capitulated to the quota 

system and its implied second class citizenship. The highly 

esteemed Walter Lippmann, in a memorandum to Harvard University's 

admissions office in 1922 agreed that it would be undesirable to 

allow (I quote) "a concentration of Jews in excess of 15%." I, 

myself, heard the Dean of the Cincinnati University Medical 

School, himself a Jew, defend the medical school's anti-Jewish 

admissions policy because, as he said: "on the basis of academic 

scores alone, Jews would outnumber all other students." 

Today, Jews are proud and -affirmative. The post-war 

generation will not -accept religious or ethnic restrictions. If 

we predominate in any field, we don't apologize. 

credit and surely not ,Q.!!!_ problem. 

It's to our 

Today, Jews don't mind being visible. Ethnicity, 
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distinctiveness is in. America has moved far away from the 

melting pot ideal of the 1920's to appreciation of religious and 

cultural diversity, which we call "pluralism." The popular 

author, Irving Wallace, grew up in the melting pot period and so 

he changed his original family name, Wallechinsky, to Wallace. 

His son, David, co-author with his father of the enormously 

successful "Book of Lists" and "The People's Almanac,'' recently 

discarded 

his Americanized name, Wallace, and took back the original family 

name, Wallechinsky. 

Countless of our young people, in contrast with their 

parents and grandparents, lik~ to visibly identify themselves as 

Jews, often with a star of David or mezuzah or e~en with a 

yarmulka, for all to see. 

The Inner Void 

Yes, they are proud and assertive, but I'm troubled by a 

question: What are they asserting? What are they proud of? 

What do they know? How much Judaism is inside the person who 

presents himself so affirmatively as a Jew outside? 
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I often see a woeful emptiness. 

Most of our adults have graduate degrees from universities, 

but only a smattering of Jewish knowledge -- disjointed memories 

of holiday celebrations and a few trivia of Jewish history -

hardly en0ugh to keep up with a fourth grader in our Sunday 

School. The vast majority of our adults are Jewish 

illiterates. To most of us the Bible, the Talmud, the 1·aw codes 

and corrmentaries and the works of our philosophers are as remote 

-as Egyptian hieroglyphics. Uncertain of your beliefs, many of 

you here tonight have no coherent world-view, no spiritual 

anchor. 

I wonder how many parents who let their children make their 

own decisions in religious and moral matters, are merely 

rationalizing their abdication of authority as "tolerance''. Are 

you su tolerant and permissive because of your high respect for 

the moral and intellectual caliber of your children? Or, are you 

tolerant and permissive as parents because you lack moral 

convictions of your own, and so cannot but maintain a neutrality 

of values? 
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Surrender to the "New Morality" 

It is now well over twenty years that the new morality began 

to permeate the middle and upper-middle classes and no one took 

to it more rapidly than our super-liberal Jews. 

We swallowed all the cliches of the era and offered no 

resistence when some of our sons and daughters began to drop out 

of higher education; when they asserted the right to ''hang loose" 

for indefinite periods; when they stretched out the allowance 

into full maintenance in apartments of their own; when they 

boldly asserted their new sexual freedom. Many parents, despite 

misgivings, provided contraceptive counsel and abortion 

assistance but kept silent on· the moral issues of sex; when their 

sons and daughters took to living together with lovers, even 

those parents who knew in their hearts that it was not right, 

looked the other -~ay. Many said they didn't want a confrontation 

with their children. The truth is that they had nothing to 

confront them with. They had no convictions. They had no moral 

position of their own. They had no authority to stand on. 

Where has this new morality gotten us? The statistics are 

very grim. In the D.C. school system, the girls dropping out 
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because of pregnancy outnumber the graduates from high school. 

In New York City, 37% of all babies born are illegitimate. 

(1983) 

In 1984, one out of four American households was victimized 

by violent' crime. Jews have been swept along by the general 

moral decadence. To mention but one recent nationwide survey: 

27% of all Jewish college-age youth are heavy drug or alcohol 

users. 

Is it not time to develop some doubts about the wisdom of 

the new morality? What is it other than moral anarchy? 

Must we wait for venereal diseases, including the dreaded 

AIDS disease, to terrorize our youth into a new respect for the 

old values? can we not motivate our children positively, as 

parents should, with well founded moral convictions which are 

part of a total system of beliefs, within a distinctly Jewish 

philosophy of life? 

Why can't you give this to your children? The answer is 

because you haven't got it yourself, because you have lost touch 

with it. The truth is, you don't know your tradition. 
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"Fingertip Jews" 

Moses Maimonides says: 

·'"There are two kinds of Jew. Those who hold on to 

their religion, grasping it firmly, like a person will 

hold on to a rope to keep from drowning. And then, 

there are those Jews who cling to the Torah only with 

the tips of their fingers, not enough to be guided and 

helped by it, just barely enough to keep in touch with 

their faith." (From his "Letter of Consolation") 

We've got a lot of fingertip Jews. But must I say it? 

More than "fingertip Judaism" is needed to grab us and lead us 

out of chaos and direct us on a morally sound pathway in life. 

In some of our larger cities, developers are getting around 

the historic building preservation codes by buying out old 

buildingsand gutting them except for the facade -- and then they 

build the high rises right behind the old buildings. Washington 

has a few of those facade buildings downtown along Pennsylvania 

Avenue. 
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A huge number of our people are, what I would like to call, 

"Facade Jews." The old historic culture with its moral grandeur 

has been knocked out. There is nothing left inside. They are 

Jews on the outside, they've got a Jewish facade. But they are 

empty inside. 

You may have heard the news that your Board of Directors has 

decided to redecorate this sanctuary in 1987. Yes, we can build 

a more beautiful sanctuary for our assemblies and celebrations. 

But only~ can refurnish the sanctuary within your heart. Only 

rn can develop the Jew inside, luminous with knowledge and 

resonant with the values of our people. Only you can close the 

gap between what you are, and what you know you should be. Only 

you can transform the veneer of Jud~ism into its substance; only 

rn can change from the Judaism that is pretended to one that is 

practiced. 

Four thousand years of history have called us to be God's 

witness, as the people of the Bible, and to be messengers of His 

law, the foundation of our security, dignity and freedom. Let us 

make sure that we Jews know the message and let our lives witness 

to our beliefs. Amen. 
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WHY I AM A JEW 

By Rabbi Joshua O. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

September 24, 1985 

Since•'time imnemorial the Kol Nidre chant of confession has 

set the mood of this sacred night. It is in the confessional 

spirit of this sacred night that I wish to speak on a ·most 

personal topic, one I have never dealt with before but whose time 

has surely come. In this, my last year as a congregational 

rabbi, I believe I owe my people a kind of spiritual sunming up 

and tonight's topic will be the first in a series of deeply 

personal statements of faith which I have planned for this year. 

My topic tonight is: 

Why I am a Jew. 

Jewishness is Destiny 

In my childhood, I would have answered simply: I am a Jew 

because I was born so. My Jewish birth was a primary facet of my 
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existence. My parents, my whole family, were Jewish, and 

therefore I, too, was Jewish -- and that was that! 

This fact has remained the foundation of my Jewish 

consciousness. Jewishness is destiny. My Jewish identity was 

pre-determined for me. I was present in the genes of those 

Israelites who stood at Mount Sinai to confirm their covenant 

with God. Centuries earlier, I must have been encompassed among 

the descendants of Abraham who was told by God: "I will make of 

thee a great nation. " At that time, nearly 4,000 years ago, 

you and I, all of us who were born Jews, we were all pre-destined 

for our identity, chosen, or if you will, drafted for a special 

role in history. 

Now, there are some deeply troubled Jews who, given negative 

attitudes toward their own identity by their parents, think of 

Jewishness as a birth defect, as a stigma. I was most 

fortunate. Somehow, my parents succeeded in conveying to me the 

feeling that being Jewish was the best thing that could have 

happened to me. They marked our home with a big mezuzah, which 

taught me to acknowledge my Jewishness publicly. Our table 

conversation often touched - on great Jewish artists, scientists, 

writers or other Jewish celebrities who made the news. Our 
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parents spoke of the heroic achievements of our pioneers in 

Palestine. They gave us a strong sense of pride of being part of 

a wonderful, gifted, supremely successful people of superior 

character. 

The Challenge of Anti-Semitism 

Soon, events proved how much I needed this innoculation of 

self-esteem. Within the first few years of elementary school, I 

must have been seven or eight years old, I experienced my first 

daily barrage of anti-Semitic abuse. Several classmates made it 

a practice to shout after me such endearing terms as ''dirty Jew, 

Jewish pig, and Christ-killer." Had I been less fortified from 

within, these abuses would have had a shattering effect. In my 

case, I looked upon my persecutors as fools and the scum of the 

earth. My reaction was not '-'What _'_s wrong with me?" but "What's 

wrong with them?" -- very much like any healthy-minded young 

American today would react if a gang of aliens called him "dirty 

American" or "American pig." 

This is the test of a healthy response to bigotry. When 

attacked, don't question yourself: What's wrong with me? But 

ask, what's wrong with them? 
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I would, however, be a liar if I told you that I wasn't 

angry or distressed when I ran my daily gauntlet of anti-Semitic 

name calling. Having been told by my parents that Christ was a 

Jew, I thought I ought to tell this news to the priest of the 

large Roman Catholic Church opposite our schol where all my 
. 

Christian classmates went to worship. 

The priest, in his clerical collar and long black cassock 

coat, was good enough to listen, shook his head and mumbled 

something. The next day I went to school with high hopes that, 

now, his young parishioners would be duly enlightened and cured 

of their hostility. But, when instead, one of my tormentors 

picked up some rocks to hurl at me together with all the usual 

exclamations, I was filled with rage, fell upon him and gave him 

a ferocious beating. At that very moment, I must confess, I lost 

all possible claim to being a saint. However, this violent 

response ended the name-calling for the rest of my elementary 

school days. Ever since, I have been unable to repudiate Jewish 

militancy in absolute terms. I regret Meir Kahane's 

chauvinism. But, I believe that we must have strength and the 

will to use it. We must resist our enemies in order to survive; 

we need to use our fists as well as our brain. 
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I never again had an encounter with anti-Semitism on a 

physical level, but, every day of my life in Vienna, I 

experienced this hatred, in one form or the other, as graffiti 

or, countless leaflets filled with anti-Semitic pornography and 

threats. Many times I heard Nazi youths chant the Horst Wessel 

song, Germany's second national anthem, with the spine-chilling 

line about the German people's joy when seeing Jewish blood 

spurting from their knives. 

How did all this affect my Jewishness? I believe very much 

like Edmond Fleg, the French playwright and author of many books, 

who told us in his autobiography "Why I am a Jew," how the anti

Semitic storm that raged over France in the wake of the Dreyfus 

Affair at the turn of the century, challenged him to explore his 

own Jewish roots. 

I, too, had only a few flimsy notions of what Judaism and 

Jewish history were all about. Anti-Semitism made me curious. My 

teenage Jewish mind craved to know the answer to this ques~ion: 

What inspired Jews to cling to their Jewishness in 

spite of ceaseless persecution?· After all, we Jews 

were far from fools. What were those great values for 

which previous generations were willing to die for? 
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Thus, the question "Why am I a Jew?" became, for me, a still 

more personal question: "Why remain a Jew?" 

The Recovery of Self-Esteem Through Jewish Learning 

Edmond Fleg was married, had a son, one year-old, and a 

successful play to his credit. He dropped everything and took 

three years off to study Judaism. Answers to "Why should I 

remain a Jew?" could not be invented. These had to be searched 

out throughout history and literature, from the Bible to the 

present. Edmond Fleg knew that it would take years, and perhaps, 

a lifetime. 

I made a similar comnitment at the age of sixteen, when it 

was, of course, much easier for me to engage in concentrated 

study. 

Providentially, a brilliant scholar of Judaism dropped, so 

to speak, from heaven, to be my private tutor. My uncle, Arje, a 

reform rabbi with a Ph.D. degree in Philosophy, was driven out of 

Berlin by Adolf Hitler. He·came to live in our home for a whole 

year. He introduced me into a study of the Bible in the original 

Hebrew and showed me the Biblical roots of Western 
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civilization: the sanctity of life, the ideal of one mankind, 

the idea that all human beings have God-given rights, especially 

the birthright of freedom. He showed me, how all these ideas are 

related to the Bible and grew out of our historic experience and 

how Jews have been among the foremost partisans of freedom. We 

never forgot our bondage in Egypt and the experience of 

liberation which has been an inspiration to all freedom fighters 

in Western history. As Heinrich Heine said: 

"Ever since the Exodus, freedom has spoken with a 

Hebrew accent." 

With his encyclopedic knowledge, Uncle Arje could pinpoint 

the enormous Jewish role in all of the cultural breakthroughs of 

Western civilization -- in medicine, in navigation, in the 

transmission of ancient philosophy, and in the development of all 

the sciences. What I learned gave me reasons for pride -- and 

so, 

I am a Jew because my studies convinced me that Judaism, so 

often despised by our enemies as "the stone rejected" is, in 

fact, the chief cornerstone of our civilization. 
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The Jew Is His Own Priest 

Is there a Jew who grew up in the Christian world who has 

not asked himself: Why are they so many, and we so few? 

Why remain part of a people which, except for the state of 

Israel, is a minority everywhere? Even in lands where we are 

most populous, we number no more than three per cent of the total 

population. I asked myself: could one billion Christians be 

wrong? Why belong to a tiny minority, no more than 15 million, 

about one-third of one percent of the world's population? 

One can make a good case for the argument that the majority 

is not necessarily superior to the minority. After all, there 

are tons of black coal for every sparkling karat of diamonds. 

Philosophers are vastly outnumbered by street cleaners. In the 

field of religion, the Jews are God's officers' corps. 

This became clear to me after a memorable visit to the St. 

Stephan's Cathedral, Vienna's majestic landmark. I believe, it 

was a public organ recital that first drew me into this massive 

shrine of Christendom which took nearly one thousand years to 

build. Once inside, I stayed for the service. It was very 
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dark. Huge columns raised the ceiling sky-high. Large crowds of 

worshippers walked in and out. Those who sat down or kneeled, 

hardly spoke a word. They listened to the clergy who prayed for 

them. 

I was then nearly 18 years old and had begun thinking about .. 
becoming a rabbi. So I was very interested in the splendidly 

attired priests; and the many acolytes, walking in measured 

steps, were impressive. Everywhere I looked, I saw different 

altars, sculptures, paintings of the madonna and saints in the 

glow of countless candles . What got across to me was the 

splendour, the opulence and the power of the church which made 

the individual worshipper feel so small, so insignificant, and so 

totally dependent. It was as though the church said to its 

people: You are too small, too weak and too insignificant to be 

heard by God. You need the mighty Church to speak for you. We 

shall mediate between you and God. You must pray through us to 

the Almighty~ 

The next day, I went to the synagogue. It was - far from 

awesome. Only occasional moments of solemnity would break the 

prevailing mood of informality. Here, my fellow Jews, wrapped in 
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their tallisim, were swaying and singing their prayers. Among 

the crowd it was difficult to single out the rabbi or cantor. I 

noticed an inscription above the ark: 

"Know before Whom thou standest." 

This dramatically underscored the difference between the 

Synagogue and the Church, between Judaism and Christianity. 

Every Jew stands directly before God. There is no barrier. 

There is no need for mediating institutions. We can pray without 

clergy. The synagogue is not designed to overpower the 

individual with the feeling that he must depend on the 

institution or the rabbi to represent him before the Almighty. 

The Jew must be his own priest. What an honor and what a 

responsibility it is. How it hurts, how ashamed I am that so few 

of our Jews qualify. Being Jewish is very difficult. To be 

halfway competent and knowledgeable as a Jew, takes years of 

concentrated learning .••• and that makes us an elitist 

religion. 

What a privilege I thought it would be to spend my life 

helping fellow Jews realize the ancient vision: "You shall be 

\ 
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unto me a kingdom of priest and a holy nation." And so I 

decided, not only to be a Jew myself, but also help others 

realize their full Jewish potential. 

I am a Jew because we would not lower our standards low 

enough to become a religion of the masses. I grant that there is 

need for a simple religion, or several such religions, to grab 

the masses. Judaism with its rejection of all images or graphic 

representations of God is for the intellectually more 

sophisticated. We raised our requirements to make Judaism the 

faith of an enlightened minority. 

In Love With My People 

My forty years in the rabbinate have given me another reason 

for wanting to be a Jew. I hope you won't think of it as 

maudlin. But the truth is: I am a Jew because I love Jews! 

It is more than being comfortable with my fellow Jews. I 

admire my people. Some of my colleagues tell me that they love 

Judaism, but hate Jews. I am amazed that they chose to be 

rabbis. 
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So many of the most admirable people in the world are 

Jews. Some are people I have met, others are historical 

personalities I have encountered in my studies. 

Among the Jews I came to love was a 92 year-old little lady 

in my first congregation, Aunt Minnie Brown, of the Gates of 

Heaven Temple in Mobile, Alabama. She prayed with a smile. To 

her, the words of Torah or of the prayerbook, were precious 

gems. She embodied our ideal of tzedakah. For example, she 

would walk several miles to Temple so that she might save the bus 

fare and then put a few coins into a special purse as charity 

money for the next distribution. 

I am a Jew because I love charitable Jews like Minnie Brown. 

I am thinking of an 18 year-old refugee, Egon Loehner, whom 

I helped bring to this country at the end of the war. Egon, a 

native of Czechoslovakia, survived a dozen concentration camps 

and a death march during which, tens of thousands of Jewish 

children, perished. Egon, though deprived of all formal 

education for five years, managed to study secretly from scraps 

of printed material and learned from older inmates enough science 

and philosophy so that, upon arrival in the U.S.A., he could go 

straight on to college. 
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He earned his doctorate in Physics and after a spectacular 

career in industry, became the science adviser to our U.S. 

Embassy in Moscow with ambassadorial rank. In order to repay his 

debt to the Jewish people, he taught Sunday school wherever he 

lived. He even organized a religious school at the embassy in 

Moscow. 

I am a Jew because I love valiant Jews, as brilliant and 

loyal as Egon Loehner. 

The historian Cecil Roth tells of a luminous incident in one 

of the darkest moments of our history. It was the year 1492, 

King Ferdinand of Aragon expelled the Jews from his subject 

kingdom of Sicily, as he had done earlier in Spain. Before they 

left, the local Jewish corrmunities of Sicily, presented a 

petition to the government, asking for certain concessions, some 

of them pitifully small. They asked, for example, to be allowed 

to take with them, the tallith used in prayer. This was 

refused. Then they asked, -- and this request was granted, 

that those of their slaves whom they have set free in happier 

days, should be allowed to retain their liberty. 
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At the culmination of their own agony, they thought of 

the misery of others. 

And this is only one of many great moments in Jewish history 

which should make us glow with pride and admiration. 

I am~ Jew because we are a compassionate people of noble 

lineage, a people who having experien~ed slavery came to prize 

freedom for itself and for all humanity. 

A Moral and Spiritual Elite 

Professor William Foxwell Albright of Johns Hopkins 

University who did not know a Jew until he was 21 (but that 

changed quickly after he moved to Baltimore) said: 

"Jews tend to have a more intelligent attitude toward 

education and culture and also to have a keener feeling 

for moral and social problems." 

And don't we know that! 

The statistical evidence is so overwhelming that the 

novelist-scientist, C.P. Snow, was driven to the conclusion that 
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Jews are a racially superior people. Whatever the explanation, 

be it the genius of our culture or the Jewish genes, Jews are a 

unique people. 

If somehow, all Jews disappeared except for a few 

individuals, every major museum would want to exhibit a Jew for 

all the world to gaze at. 

We are an extraordinary people, intellectually and morally. 

I am a Jew because the more I learned the more I came to 

admire my people. 

I am a Jew because I discovered Judaism as the most direct 

channel to God. 

I am a Jew because I love Jews. 

What Kind of Jew Will You Be? 

Justice Louis Brandeis said that his only regret about 

having been born Jewish was that, as a result, he never had the 

honor of choosing to be a Jew. 
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For you who are Jews by birth, the choice is not to be a 

Jew, but what kind of Jew to be. Will you be empty and alienated 

from our heritage, or be part of it and filled with it? What 

kind of Jew do you choose to be? 

When~ Torah scribe finishes the writing of a new Torah 

scroll, he does not write out the last column, but merely traces 

with an extra fine pen the outline of each letter. At the 

dedication celebration of the scroll, members of the Congregation 

are called to the Torah and each fills in with black ink the 

inside of his letter. 

This is what I pray you will do with your own Jewish 

identity. Your Jewishness was conferred upon you as a mere 

outline, as a form of belonging. That's what you received at 

birth. Now, each of you must fill in your spiritual inside -

Jewish knowledge, feeling, learning an,_d_ living. That is not 

g i ·,/en to - u s at b i r th • Th a t we mu s t bu i 1 d up for o u r s e 1 v e s • 

I know why I am a Jew, but will~ know why? 

I call on you to give meaning to your own Jewishness. 

lo 
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Begin with Jewish knowledge, and keep increasing it day by 

day. A revival of Jewish learning and spirituality is now 

happening throughout the world. 

Join the hundreds of our own members who have made Jewish 

study comn)tments in recent years. 

Come to know your heritage, and if you are already 

privileged to be a Jew by birth, become also a Jew by choice on 

the strength of informed conviction. Amen. 



THE MAGIC MASK 
Sermonette at Yorn Kippur Family Service 

By Rabbi Joshua O. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

September 25, 1985 

A powerful King who hafd conquered many countries was 

respected and feared by his people but he was not loved. 

Everyone admired him as a brave leader and clever King, but 

people did not like him. He always looked angry. He never 

smiled. His face was full of frowns. 

Year after year he became more strict, more lonely and 

bitter. His face showed it too -- deep lines extended from the 

end of his lips downward toward his chin. It was an unfriendly 

ugly face. 

Once he visited a city and saw a beautiful girl. He watched 

her and then very much wanted her to be his wife. He decided to 

talk to her. He put on his best royal suit, looked into the 

mirror and growled: "My clothes are beautiful, but my face -

how ugly! No girl will want me as a husband." 

He called his chief Magician and said: "I have a very 

special job, the most important job I ever gave you." 

The Magician bowed and said: "Majesty, I shall do whatever 

you ask me to do." 
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The King said: "I want you to make me a new face!" -- the 

Magician almost fainted when he heard these words. He stared at 

the King and said, "what, a new face?" 

The King .said: "Yes. I want you to make me the thinnest 

possible mask, a mask so fine that no one will notice it. It 

must follow every feature of my face. Just take out those ugly 

lines and wrinkles. Paintmy mask with your magic paint so that 

my face will look kind, pleasant and gentle. Yes, handsome and 

likable! I'll never take it off -- I swear." And, said the 

King, as he gave the magician his meanest look: "you better 

hurry up and make the mask I want, or else your head will come 

off." 

The Magician trembled in fear and said: "Yes, my majesty, I 

can make you such a mask. But, there's one condition: you must 

keep your face exactly the way I paint it on the mask. One 

single frown and your mask will crack in a thousand places." 

The King said: "But how can I keep my face always kind and 

gentle?" 

The Magician replied: "Think kindly thoughts. Do what will 

make the people happy. Try to be more patient. Please, don't 

ever get angry. Make the people smile with happiness and you, 

too, will be happy." 
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When the mask was finished and put on the King's face, he 

had a very difficult time getting used to it. Everytime he 

became angry at one of his subjects, he remembered the mask and 

instead of shouting as he wanted to, he remained calm, even tried 

to smile. 

The mask worked like a charm. Seeing himself in the mirror, 

the King now liked what he saw and asked the young woman with 

whom he had fallen in love to be his wife. As soon as she saw 

the King, she liked him very much and thought he was very 

handsome. She agreed to be his wife. But, little did she know 

how ugly he really was underneath his mask. 

Soon the people in the kingdom noticed the change and gave 

credit to the new Queen: "She has made our King happy, kind, and 

pleasant." 

A year passed and the King was very much in love with his 

wife. But, he was sorry in his heart that he had fooled her with 

his mask. One day he called the Magician and said: "take off 

the mask!" 

The Magician answered: "I shall do as you wish, but 

remember if I remove your mask, I shall never again be able to 

make you another just like it. You will have to wear your own 

face until you die." 
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The King could not bring himself to try to live without the 

mask and so he let days pass. He could not sleep. He kept 

thinking about the words of the Magician. One morning as he saw 

his beautiful Queen smile so gently at him, he decided that this 

was the moment. He went into his dressing room, looked into the 

mirror and said to himself: "Better she should turn away from me 

in disgust than be fooled the rest of her life. I can no longer 

dt/ceive her." 

And with these words he dug his nails into the thin mask and 

tore it off and closed his eyes , afraid to look into the mirror. 

Then, as he opened his eyes to see his own face, -- he could not 

believe what he saw. His face had changed. There was not a 

single frown. It was a gentle, lovely face, exactly like the 

mask had been. His face had become what he had tried to be all 

year long -- gentle, friendly and kind -fl . He came out of his 

dressing room, turned to his Queen and she kissed him as usual 

and did not even notice any difference now that the mask was off. 

You see, the King had learned how to be pleasant, friendly 

and kind because he practiced being so all the time. He formed 

good habits and turned goodness inside. Soon that goodness 

showed on his face. 
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If you are patient and kind, there will be kindness on your 

face. But if you're mean and do ugly things, your ugliness will 

show. If you think beautiful thoughts and do beautiful things, 

you will look more beautiful. 

Remember the proverb: 

"Handsome is as handsome does." 

You will become as beautiful outside as you are inside. 
J 

Amen. 



Memorial Sermon 
Yorn Kippur, 1985 

"TKXJ ART THERE" 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

This is more than an hour of memory. It is an hour of 

·.reflection on life and the end of life. As our thoughts focus on 

our mortality, this hour turns into a deeply personal and private 

confrontation with that awesome fate which hangs over all of us, 

our own death. 

Why are we afraid of death? 

Because nothing is as lonely as dying. The dying cannot 

share their experience. We shall never be able to tell our dear 

ones how it was to die. Death is the ultimate alienation, the 

ultimate severance of all comnunication and relationship. 

And yet, for those who survive, death is also the most 

unifying of all experiences. In the contemplation of death, we 

realize our essential equality. Death is the leveler of all 

distinctions: rank, class, wealth, titles and degrees -- all 

these differences vanish. 

of dust. 

In death we are all equal, - creatures 
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There is a special bond between mourners. We can feel it 

even now in this hour of memorial. More than any other part of 

Yorn Kippur, this memorial hour draws us closely together because 

we all share the same mood. It is a mingled mood of apprehension 

- and of longing as we remember beloved ones. Our hearts yearn 

for those we miss: 

Miss you, miss you, miss you; 

Everything I do 

Echoes with the laughter 

And the voice of you. 

You're on every corner, 

Every turn and twist, 

Every old familiar spot 

Whispers how you're missed. 

Oh, I miss you, miss you! 

How I miss you! 

There 's a strange, sad silence 

'Mid the busy whirl, 
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Miss you, oh, I miss you. 

Nothing now seems true, 

Only that 'twas Heaven 

Just to be with you. 

Why -is it that we so crave the company of others when we are 

in mourning? Why do we find comfort in our togetherness during 

' this very hour of memorial? 

Is it the openness of our hearts to the expression of 

love? Are we perhaps tempted to give eachother a portion of that 

affection which can no longer be given to our departed? Or, do 

we feel a special sense of kinship with one another because we 

face together the ultimate mystery? 

The strongest is humbled by death, not only because death 

overpowers us, not only because it shows up our utter weakness as 

children of dust, but also because death is incomprehensible. In 

our bafflement, the wisest and the simplest, the most learned and 

the most ignorant is equally unable to explain the meaning of 

death. 
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A year ago, following the death of Maxine's older sister, 

our grandson, Benjamin, then 9 years old, wrote us a little 

sympathy note in the form of an original simple poem: 

She comes, 

She goes, 

She was here, 

She is there, 

But we can barely understand 

That it happened so fast, 

We loved her very dearly. 

Even as a p r o u d g r and f a the r , I ' 1 1 have to a dm i t that t h i s i s 

no t a g r ea t po em, no r i s i t p r o f o u n d • Bu t my po i n t i s t.h a t even 

if he were a poetic genius and twenty, forty, 
I 

o r s i x t y y,e a r s 

older, he could not say much more than he did in his few simple 

words about the passing of a dear one. Maturity and age would 

not help us understand death any better. 

It is touching to observe how sympathetic people often try 
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so hard as they search for the right words when expressing 

condolences to a mourner. When words fail, we express ourselves 

in a gesture of affection, a gift, a handclasp, an embrace. 

It is as though love would be an answer. Is it? Yes and 

no. The love of others helps us endure our loss. But, not even 

love can explain why there must be death. 

Can we get help from our faith? 

The Biblical idiom speaks of death as a kind of reunion. 

Over and over again the Bible refers to the death of patriarchs 

and others with three words: 

"He was gathered to his people." 

The phrase suggests that death is not only a departure but 

an arrival. It is joining up with all of the many, many 

generations of the past, a reassembly in a different place or 

realm of existence. A poet put it this way: 
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"Then say not, he has gone, 

Nor think of him as dead; 

But say, "in the Father's House, 

- He has arrived" -- instead. 

I know that there are many who find comfort in certain 

passages of our prayer book such as "by love are they remembered 

··and i n memo r y t hey l i v e • " I t i s a beau t i f u l s t a t eme n t and ye t , 

for me, it does not go far enough. I would like to think that 

those beloved ones whom I remember have a more real existence 

than i n memo r y • Some day , I sh a l l be gone and a l l other s who 

remember them. Their existence should be independent of the 

memory of survivors. 

What about the hereafter? 

The much celebrated .. author Pearl S. Buck, at the age of 79, wrote 

an essay in which she contemplated the meaning of death: 

" I do no t kn ow wh e r e l i f e beg i n s , i f i n d e e d t he r e i s a 

beginning, and I do not know where it ends, if indeed 

there is an end. I know that I am in a stage, a phase, 
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a period of life. I entered this stage at birth, I shall 

end this stage with death ••• 

entrance into further existence. 

For me death is merely the 

" 

She acknowledged an · idea which she received in a letter from an 

unknown woman who told her how she explained death to her very 

young children: 

"When my small children could not understand the 

silence between their recently dead father and us, who 

loved him so dearly, I explained by describing to them 

the life cycle of the dragonfly. It begins as a grub 

in water. Then at the proper moment it surfaces, finds 

it has wings, and flys away. I told them that the ones 

left in the water wonder where he went and why he 

doesn't come back. But he can't, because he has 

wings. Nor can they go to him, because they don't have 

their wings yet." 

As within physical nature there are different stages of 

existence, with various species being transformed at each stage, 

-- so there may be entirely different realms of existence for 

intelligent life, each somehow being connected with the other. 

This is how I try to understand the connection between this world 

and the hereafter. 
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Might not death be an upgrading, an elevation to a higher 

level of evolution? 

Is it conceivable that there might be a continuation of 

existence without a body? Can we imagine the spiritual to 

survive without a brain? Could mind and personality continue 

without the sustaining physical body? 

Rabbi Louis Jacobs of England suggested an analogy from 

space exploration. When we send an astronaut into space and want 

him to land on the moon, we must encase him in a space suit. If 

this space suit is damaged out there in space, he will die. But 

once he returns to earth, he can dispense with his space suit and 

throw off this restricting equipment to move about as he 

pleases. Could it be that when a soul is sent down to earth, it 

must be equipped with the physical body, comparable to a space 

suit; and when the soul returns to its place of origin, it can 

dispense with its physical equipment and surrender the _body? 

We should be grateful that Judaism did not fix belief in the 

hereafter in an official doctrine to which we must swear 

allegiance. As Jews we are free to let our thoughts roam. We 

are free to speculate. We are free to give our imagination full 

scope. 
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I, for one, am with those countless brothers and sisters of 

our faith and with the many hundreds of millions of people of our 

great sister religion, Christianity, who draw inspiration, 

courage and reassurance from that magnificent line in our 23rd 

Psa Im: 

"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of 

death, I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me." 

Come what may, we shall not be alone; God is with us; there 

is no place where God is not; even as Edwin Markham said in his 

beautiful rhyme: 

"No soul can be forever banned, 

Eternally bereft; 

Who ever falls from God's right hand 

Is caught into His left." 

F o r me and co u n t I e s s o t he r s who d r aw t he i r i n s p i r a t i ·on f r om 

the Bible, the last word is Psalm 139.7-12: 

"Whither shal 1 I go from Thy spirit? 

Or whither shall I flee from Thy presence? 

If I ascend up into heaven, Thou art there: 
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If I make my bed in the netherworld, behold, Thou art 

there. 

If I take the wings of the morning, 

And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; 

Even there would Thy hand lead me, 

And Thy right hand would hold me. 

And if I say: 'Surely the darkness shall envelop me, 

And the light about me shall be night; 

Even the darkness is not too dark for Thee, 

But the night shineth as the day; 

The darkness is even as the light." Amen. 
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This is more than an hour of memory. 

reflection on life and the end of life. 

It is an hour of 
f\S 

0ft'I!'@ our thoughts focus 

on our mortality, this hour turns into a deeply personal and 

private confrontation with that awesome fate which hangs 

over all of us.J o ""'- <i>Wl-- dea "'fk . 

Why are we afraid of death? 

dy,~. 
Because nothing is as lonely as die~. Elatli ates aleA@ ... 

dyih 
dtel.J;;; cannot share their experience. We shall never be able The 

to tell our dear ones how it was to die. Death is the ultimate 
M. I+ i }\,\ ~f-e.-

alienation, the it •£ .itaeft! severance of all communication and 

relationship. 

And yet, for those who survive, death is also the most 

unifying of all experiences. In the contemplation of death, we 

realize our essential equality•il:ii ete&L so f 1 ii Ii Death is 

the leveler of all distinctions: rank, class, wealth, titles and 

degrees -- all these differences vanish. In death we are all 

equal1 - cre~i-w-es ~ cl1A.-s-t-. 
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# Beca11se ,,e ta.cit 1nus t die alo11e, we r eaclt au t so Hr □cn tlte 

_more eagerJy ts eaeaetaeE iR time of bereavernellt. There is a 
it 

special bond between mourners. We can feelAeven now in this hour 

of memorial. More than any other part of ~ Yorn KippurJ 

c:ffis 11 ~. this memorial hour draws us closel to ether because 
jQ.c/ "'f,,.ooc/ · - c),K 

ones. Our hearts yearn for those we miss: 

Miss you, miss you, miss you; 

Everything I do 

Echoes with the laughter 

And the voice of you. 

You're on every corner, 

Every turn and twist, 

Every old familiar spot 

Whispers how you're missed. 

you • 

memories 

Of 
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Oh, I miss you, miss you! 

How I miss you! 

There 's a strange, sad silence 

'Mid the busy whirl, 

Miss yo~ Db
1
[ ~:rs y~L-\ . 

Nothing now seems true, 

Only that 'twas Heaven 

Just to be with you. 

crave.. 
Why is it that we so Crave the company of others «Rei find ii.:: ----fiS/i] I '"3- when we are in mourning? Why do we find comfort in 

our togetherness during this very hour of memorial? 

Is it the openness of our hearts to the expression of 

love? Are we perhaps tempted to give eachother a portion of that 

affection which can no longer be given to our departed? Or, do 

we feel a special sense of kinship with one another because we 

face together the ultimate mystery? 
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The strongest a~s meat supgris£ of p1 ii is humbled by 

death . not only because death overpowers ee~e:i;;r:aa:~c~f us, not only 
.J 

because it shows up our utter weakness as children of dust, but 

also because death is\\\ incomprehensible. In our bafflement, 

the wisest and the simplest, the most learned and the most 

ignorant is equally unable to explain the meaning of death. 

A year ago)following the death of Maxine's older sister, our 

grandson, Benjamin, then q years old, wrote us a little sympathy 

note,in the form of an original simple poem: 

She comes, 

She goes, 

She was here, 

She is there, 

But we can barely understand 

That it happened so fast, 

We loved her very dearly. 

,.. .,Mere-. 
~~~L--=e~~e~s~'l~r~sWt~a:i:::iroiii:iie:::tt~R~d~L~if a person~ twenty, forty, or 

,_ 'f1t~cbl 1)i:s ,~ ofd,~ 
sixty years older, he could not say much more - the passing of a 

"' dear one. we Rligltt, at a more mat 11re a§ e, use nror e soplti:!I e ieat.ed 

~uagljage, bljt Maturity and age would not help us understand death 

any better. 
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It is touching to observe how sympathetic people~ often11/ 
~s -tffey 

g so hard irtwr'searchl/JJIJ for the right words when expressing --f 1 

condolences to a mourner. When words fail ,{/I, we express 

ourselves in a gesture of affection, a gift, a handclasp, an 

embrac:Trt is as though love would be an answer. Is it? Yes 

and no. The love of others helps us endure our loss. But, not 

even love can explain why there must be death. 

h 
. 1., 

Can we get elp from our faith. 

The']!iblical idiom speaks of death as a kind of reunion. 

Over and over the Bible refers to 

other men and women whose life we 

his people," or "she was gathered 

the death of patriarchs and 

admire1 aif"He was gathered 

to her peop~ 

The phrase suggests that death is not only a departure but 

an arrival. It is joining up with all of the many, many 

generations of the past, a reassembly ue l:l who 1 · s,J n a 

different place or realm of existence. A poet put it this way: 

"Then say not, he has gone, 

Nor think of him as dead; 

But say, "in the Father's House, 

He has arrived" -- instead. 

to 
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The much celebrated author Pearl S. Buck, at the age of 79, wrote 

an essay in whichShe contemplated the meaning of death; ch@ tald4 
? 

\\ 

'"I ilo not k::c , liP. ?IIS<? I do not know where life 

begins, if indeed there is a beginning, and I do 

not know where it ends, if indeed there is an end. 

I know that I am in a stage, a phase, a period of life. 

I entered this stage at birth, I shall end this stage 

with death. • • For me death is merely the entrance 

into further existence. I did not ask €6 Se, but I 

,-h.ave berm af'ld I am. My reason tells me I 1'hall 

,continue te ee ..... I am GR JR) way somewhere, ju~L a~ I 

was on the day of my birth. 11 

She acknowledged an idea which she received in a letter from an 

unknown woman who told her how she explained death to her very 

young children: 

"When my small children could not understand the 

silence between their recently dead father and us, who 

loved him so dearly, I explained by describing to them 

the life cycle of the dragonfly. It begins as a grub 

in water. Then at the proper moment it surfaces, finds 

it has wings, and flys away. I told them that the ones 
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left in the water wonder where he went and why he doesn't 

come back. But he can't, because he has wings. Nor can 

they go to him, because they don't have their wings yet." 

transformed ~'t"each stage, -- so there may be entirely different 

realms of existencf'i1'3~/•i;~:;;!=zeJ.o~ ~:®-;<-I;:!_ :it_ 
~lhcr! This is how I try to understand the connection between 

this world and the hereafter. 

Might not death be an upgrading, an elevation to a higher 

level of evolution? 

I know that there are many who find comfort in certain 

phrases in our prayer book such as "by love are they remembered 

and in memory they live." It is a beautiful statement and yet, 

for me it does not go far enough. I would like to think that 

" those beloved ones whom I remeber have a more real existence than 

in my memory. Some day I shall be gone and all others who 

tke~"' • 
remember ~hose .1AsiRl I J rn;ed ss dearly. The tr' existence should be 

independent of the memory of survivors. 
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,~ it ca,;:: &L &Ii conceivable that there can be some continuation 

of existence without a body? Can we imagine the spiritual to 

survive without a brain? Could mind and personality continue 

without the sustaining physical body? 

Rabbi Louis Jacobs of England suggested an analogy from -

space exploration. When we send an astronaut into space and want 

him to land on the moon, we must encase him in a space suit. If 
1>~-there. ,,,._sf~ J 

this space suit is damaged,\ he wi 1 die. But once he returns to 

earth, he can dispense with his space suit and throw off M!ll!i-- ~) yes/r:c:J;k.p 
~~; ~ d" 
4"ee£Fi ± L · .. to move about as he pleases. Could it be that when 

a soul is sent down to earth, it must be equipped with the 

physical body, comparable to a space suit; and when the soul 

returns to its place of origin, it can dispense with its physical 

equipment and surrender the body? 

We should be grateful that Judaism did not fix belief in the 

hereafter in an official doctrine to which we must swear 

allegiance. As Jews we are free to let our thoughts roam ...1/j . 
"'"4s-be ppknaofl. We are free to speculate. We are free to give our 

imagination full scope. 

our 

I, for one, am with those countless brothers and sisters of 
l,J.i\.. .,4_ 

faith and the many hundreds-..,..i millions of people of our 

"' 
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great sister religion, Christianity, who draw inspiration, 

courage and reassurance from that magnificent line in our 23rd 

Psalm: 

"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of 

death, I will fear no evil, for piouf art with me." 

What matters is not that we know exactly the road we shall 

travel after death/?tiat matters is not that we know our future 

destination~at really matters is only that we shall not be 

alone. that God is with us. that there is no place where God is 
I J 

no.:J (ven as Edwin Markham said in his beautiful rhyme: 

"No soul can be forever banned, 

Eternally bereft: 

Who ever falls from God's right hand 

Is caught into His left." 

For me and countless others who draw their inspiration from 

the Bible, the last word is Psalm 139.7-12: 

"Whither shall I go from Thy spirit? 

Or whither shall I flee from Thy presence? 

If I ascend up into heaven, Thou art there: 
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If I make my bed in the netherworld, behold, Thou art 

there. 

If I take the wings of the morning, 

And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; 

Even there would Thy hand lead me, 

And Thy right hand would hold me. 

And if i say: 'Surely the darkness shall envelop me, 

And the light about me shall be night; 

Even the darkness is not too dark for Thee, 

But the night shineth as the day; 

The darkness is even as the light." Amen. 



F ( l,;v-~\AV-.,,t ~ 
-----,--======---

MEMORIAL SERMON - YOM KIPPOR 1985 
By Rabbi Joshua o. Haberman 

This is more than an hour of memory. It is an hour of 

reflection on life and the end of life. Once our thoughts focus 

on our mortality, this hour turns into a deeply personal and 

private confrontation with death, that awesome fate which hangs 

over all of us. 

Why are we afraid of death? 

Because nothing is as lonely as dying. Each dies alone. 

The d¥ing cannot share their experience. 

to tell our dear ones how it was to die. 

We shall never be able 

Death is the ultimate 

alienation, the irreparable severance of all communication and 

relationship. 

And yet, for those who survive, death is also the most 

unifying of all experiences. In the contemplation of death, we 

realize our essential equality as creatures of dust. Death is 

the leveler of all distinctions: rank, class, wealth, titles and 

degrees -- all these differences vanish. In death we are all 

equal. 
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Because we each must die alone, we reach out so much the 

more eagerly to eachother in time of bereavement. There is a 

special bond between mourners. We can feel even now in this hour 

of memorial. More than any other part of our Yorn Kippur 

observance, this memorial hour draws us closely together because 

we all share the same mood of longing as we remember beloved 

ones. Our hearts yearn for those we miss: 

Miss you, miss you, miss you; 

Everything I do 

Echoes with the laughter 

And the voice of you. 

You're on every corner, 

Every turn and twist, 

Every old familiar spot 

Whispers how you're missed. 

Miss you. 

Everywhere I go 

There are poignant memories 

Dancing in a row, 

Silhouette and shadow 

Of your form and face 

Substance and reality 

Everywhere in place. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Oh, I miss you, miss you! 

How I miss you! 

There 's a strange, sad silence 

'Mid the busy whirl, 

Just as the ordinary 

Daily things I do 

Wait with me expectant 

For a word from you. 

Miss you. • . 

Nothing now seems true, 

Only that 'twas Heaven 

Just to be with you. 

Why is it that we so ( rave the company of others and find it 

so consoling when we are in mourning? Why do we find comfort in 

our togetherness during this very hour of memorial? 

Is it the openness of our hearts to the expression of 

love? Are we perhaps tempted to give eachother a portion of that 

affection which can no longer be given to our departed? Or, do 

we feel a special sense of kinship with one another because we 

face together the ultimate mystery? 
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I 
I 
I 
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The strongest and most superior of persons is humbled by 

death not only because death overpowers everyone of us, not only 

because it shows up our utter weakness as children of dust, but 

also because death is so incomprehensible. In our bafflement, 

the wisest and the simplest, the most learned and the most 

ignorant is equally unable to explain the meaning of death. 

A year ago following the death of Maxine's older sister, our 

grandson, Benjamin, then 10 years old, wrote us a little sympathy 

not in the form of an original simple poem: 

She comes, 

She goes, 

She was here, 

She is there, 

But we can barely understand 

That it happened so fast, 

We loved her very dearly. 

It occurs to me that if a person with twenty, forty, or 

sixty years older, he could not say much more on the passing of a 

dear one. We might, at a more mature age, use more sophisticated 

language, but maturity and age would not help us understand death 

any better. 

- -------~--
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It is touching to observe how sympathetic people are often 

trying so hard and searching for the right words when expressing 

condolences to a mourner. When words fail us, we express 

ourselves in a gesture of affection, a gift, a handclasp, an 

embrace. It is as though love would be an answer. Is it? Yes 

and no. The love of others helps us endure our loss. But, not 

even love can explain why there must be death. 

Can we get help from our faith. 

The biblical idiom speaks of death as a kind of reunion. 

Over and over the Bible refers to the death of patriarchs and 

other men and women whose life we admire as: "He was gathered to 

his people," or "she was gathered to her people." 

The phrase suggests that death is not only a departure but 

an arrival. It is joining up with all of the many, many 

generations of the past, a reassembly of all who lived in a 

different place or realm of existence. 

"Then say not, he has gone, 

Nor think of him as dead; 

But say, "in the Father's House, 

He has arrived" -- instead. 
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The much celebrated author Pearl S. Buck, at the age of 79, wrote 

an essay in whichJhe contemplated the meaning of death, she said: 

"I do not know, because I do not know where life 

begins, if indeed there is a beginning, and I do 

not know where it ends, if indeed there is an end. 

I know that I am in a stage, a phase, a period of life. 

I entered this stage at birth, I shall end this stage 

with death. . . For me death is merely the entrance 

into further existence. I did not ask to be, but I 

have been and I am. My reason tells me I shall 

continue to be. I am on my way somewhere, just 

was on the day of my birth." 

She acknowledged an idea which she received in a letter from an 

unknown woman who told her how she explained death to her very 

young children: 

( "When my small childre~ could not understand the 

silence between their recently dead father and us, who 

loved him so dearly, I explained by describing to them 

the life cycle of the dragonfly. It begins as a grub 

in water. Then at the proper moment it surfaces, finds 

it has wings, and flys . away. I told them that the ones 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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left in the water wonder where he went and why he doesn't 

come back. But he can't, because he has wings. Nor can 

they go to him, because they don't have their wings yet." 

As within physical nature there are different realms of 

being and some creatures move from one to the other, being 

transformed in each stage, -- so there may be entirely different 

realms of existence and yet, somehow, one connected with the 

other. This is how I try to understand the connection between 

this world and the hereafter. 

Might not death be an upgrading, an elevation to a higher 

level of evolution? 

I know that there are many who find comfort in certain 

phrases in our prayer book such as "by love are they remembered 

and in memory they live." It is a beautiful statement and yet, 

for me it does not go far enough. I would like to think that 

~~ 
those beloved ones whom I remeber have a more real existence than 

A 

in my memory. Some day I shall be gone and all others who 

remember those whom I loved so dearly. There existence should be 

independent of the memory of survivors. 
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It is at all conceivable that there can be some continuation 

of existence without a body? Can we imagine the spiritual to 

survive without a brain? Could mind and personality continue 

without the sustaining physical body? 

Rabbi Louis Jacobs of England suggested an analogy from our 

space exploration. When we send an astronaut into space and want 

him to land on the moon, we must encase him in a space suit. If 

this space suit is damaged, he will die. But once he returns to 

earth, he can dispense with his space suit and throw off his 

restrictions to move about as he pleases. Could it be that when 

a soul is sent down to earth, it must be equipped with the 

physical body, comparable to a space suit; and when the soul 

returns to its place of origin, it can dispense with its physical 

equipment and surrender the body? 

We should be grateful that Judaism did not fix belief in the 

hereafter in an official doctrine to which we must swear 

allegiance. As Jews we are free to let our thoughts roam into 

the unknown. We are free to speculate. We are free to give our 

imagination full scope. 

I, for one, am with those countless brothers and sisters of 

our faith and the many hundreds and millions of people of our 
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great sister religion, Christianity, who draw inspiration, 

courage and reassurance from that magnificent line in our 23rd 

Psalm: 

"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of 

death, I will fear no evil, for though art with me." 

What matters is not that we know exactly the road we shall 

travel after death: what matters is not that we know our future 

destination: what really matters is only that we shall not be 

alone. That God is with u is no place where God 

not. Even as Edwin Markham said in his beautiful rhyme: 

"No soul can be forever banned, 

Eternally bereft: 

Who ever falls from God's right hand 

Is caught into His left." 

For me and countless others who draw their inspiration from 

the Bible, the last word is Psalm 139.7-12: 

"Whither shall I go from Thy spirit? 

Or whither shall I flee from Thy presence? 

If I ascend up into heaven, Thou art there: 
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If I make my bed in the netherworld, behold, Thou art 

there. 

If I take the wings of the morning, 

And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; 

Even there would Thy hand lead me, 

And Thy right hand would hold me. 

And if i say: 'Surely the darkness shall envelop me, 

And the light about me shall be night; 

Even the darkness is not too dark for Thee, 

But the night shineth as the day; 

The darkness is even as the light." Amen. 
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(This was the alternate sermon for Ko 1 Ni dre) 

11 TO LOVE, HONOR AND CHERISH" 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

One of the most brilliant and successful novelists of the 19th 

century, Ivan Turgenev, answered the question as to how much happiness 

his success had brought him with the following comment, 

11 1 vwuld give up all my genius, and all my books if there were 

only some woman, somewhere, who cared whether or not I came home late 

for dinner. 11 

If you can name one person who loves you, one person who 

really cares, one person whom you can count on to sacrifice for you, 

to rejoice in your success, to console you in defeat ... if you have 

one such person to whom you can tell all and fear nothing, do you 

realize how fortunate you are? Do you know what a great treasure you 

have? 

You expected all this i,,Jhen you entered marriage. Most likely 

your wedding service included the exchange of a vow to ''love, honor 

and cherish 11 each other throughout life. 

Why is it that a relationship which beqins with such a lofty 

aim so often and so badly misses the mark? 

Tonight, Kol Nidre, the night when we recall the vows and 

promises we have made, and how short we have fallen of fulfillin0 them, 

we shall consider this most important of all vows a person can ever 

make, the vow to be a partner for life. Whatever is excellent about 
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the Jewish people is rooted in the strength of the Jewish marriage. In 

the quality of the Jewish home, in the fulfillment of the promise "to 

love, honor and cherish" one another throughout life. 

Roy Wilkins, president of the NAACP, in the most courageous 

speech of his life, once challenged the black community to match its 

fight against discrimination with an equally great effort for self 

improvement. He pointed to the example of a high school in the Bronx 

and said, 

"Look at the names of the top graduates of that school. You 

will see the Feinbergs and the Goldsteins. Why? Because their 

mothers sat down with those boys and told them to go to school and 

to 1 earn .... 11 

The astonishing success of the American Jew cannot be explained 

apart from the strength of the Jewish hone. Each of our children, with 

rare exceptions, has had the advantage of a set of parents who stayed 

together, whose love for each other and for their offspring filled 

the child with security and self confidence which made possible high 

achivernent. The Jewish horne fostered pride of heritage and self respect 

which no amount of anti-Semitic abuse could ever destroy. Our poet, 

Heinrich Heine, savJ in the Jewish family 

"A haven of rest from the storms that raqe around the very 

gates of the ghettos, nay, a fai .ry palace in which the bespattered 

objects of the mob's derision threw of~ their garb of shame and 

resumed the loyal attire of freedom. The home was the place where 

the Jew VJas at his best. 11 
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Later, Heine wrote a poem about the Jew's struggle to make a 

living in the non-Jewish world in which he reffered to the fable of 

the charmed prince who changes from human being into a monster and vice 

versa. Outside his home the Jew, struggling for a living in a dog 

eat dog world, becomes like a dog. On the Sabbath, however, when he 

returns to his family, he undergoes a magic transformation: 

But on every Friday evening 
On a sudden, in the twiliqht, 
The enchantment weakens, ceases, 
And the dog once more is human. 

(Ausubel, page 334) 

Heinrich Heine, through poetic intuition, caught a basic truth 

which is now well documented by research in human behavior, psychology 

and sociology. A good home is the central factor in allaying and 

humanizing the demonic, beastly ele~ent of human nature. A competitive 

public life brutalizes men and women. Precious few are those who 

would play the part of the good Samaritan toward strangers. It is 

different at home. Within our family circle we want to be open to 

each other; we want to share; we are ready to help and sac-rifice; 

we suffer and rejoice with those we love. It is possible to replace 

the home as a physical shelter for bed and board but there is absolutely 

no substitute for the home as a school ofmutual love and trust, as the 

place in which to develop the tender qualities which make us truly 

human. 

How sure are we now that the Jewish home and family still measure 

up to such standards? How sure are we that Jewish parents are still 

worthy of reverence? How sure are we that our people still maintain 
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that purity of fa~ily life which guaranteed the stability of the home? 

There is alarming evidence that the Jewish home is undergoinq 

change, mostly for the worse. A permissive attitude tov~ard infidelity 

makes a mockery of the solemn commitment of husband v,ife to be life 

partners. Members of the household, each going his own way, drive 

off in different directions, growing ever more alienated. They live 

as transients in their own home, sharing less and less with one 

another. Is there something inevitable about the growing rate of 

disintegration and divorce? Or, can the trend be reversed? 

11 To love, honor and cherish" -- what does each promise mean? 

l. Love 

One of the finest moments of the Llodern theater is a scene of 

tenderness and warm humor in that extraordinary musical play, 11 Fiddler 

on the Roof. 11 Tevya has just explained to his wife, Golda, that one 

of their daughters has decided to marry a young man with whom she is 

in love. Suddenly, Tevya turns to his wife of many years and asks, 

11 Do you love me? 11 

What a foolish question; she's er1barrassed: 11 D0 I what?" He 

repeats, 11 Do you love me? 11 

11 D0 I love you? For 25 years I've washed your clothes, cooked 

your meals, cleaned your house, given you children ... 11 

Tevya insists: 11 But do you love me? 11 

Again she won't answer directly but the conclusion is obvious. 

For 25 years I've lived with him 
Fought with him, starved with him. 
25 years r.,y bed is his 
If that's not love, what is? 
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In the end, she playfully concedes, 11 1 suppose I do. 11 

Golda's reply reminds us that love in marriage is a many splendored 

thing and the splendor is not only in the foam of pleasure but also in 

the strong drink of hardship which the couple drains from the cup of 

life. 'The splendor is in the loving dedication of endless chores for 

the welfare of the family. Inseparable from love is that ethical 

quality which we describe with the words duty, responsibility, 

sacrifice, giving the family priority over personal convenience 

and desire. 

A good marriage is one which is strengthened by obstacles faced 

together by the partners. 

True love is fired more on the altar of sacrifice than on the 

alter of incense. neautiful moments are like a rare fragrance whose 

time is brief. But, the fire of sacrifice is a perpetual fl~me. It 

must never go out. 

What is the difference between free love and love in marriage? 

Free love is free insofar as it makes no sacrifices and no commitments. 

It is essentially the shared egotism of two persons. After slakinq 

your thirst for love you can run. The love consecrated in marriage 

seeks more to give than to take from each other. It is the 

acceptance of full and unconditbnal responsibility for each other. 

A woman once came to a marriage counsellor and complained of 

her discontent in the marriage. 
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"What is the matter with your marriage" asked the counsellor. 

"Does your husband drink too much? Beat you? Is he unfaithful?" 

11 No, 11 she said, 11 He just does not make me happy." 

The counsellor turned to the woman and asked, 

"What are ,lQ.':!. contributing to his life? The purpose of 

marriage is to be partner, not just a consumer." 

The unethical marriage partner takes the consumer attitude 

to life. To him people are just like le~ons to be squeezed. Why? 

Their approach is "what can I get out of this?" 

The ethical partner knows that no one has the right to consume 

happiness without producing it. 

There ~ay be some here tonight who bl~me themselves for not 

achieving their ambitions, for fallinq short of potential succes, 

for not living up to their promise. Have another look at yourself 

under the measuring yard of William Lyon Phelps who said, 

"Every person who is happily married is a successful person 

even if he has failed in everything else. 11 

You are rich in the immeasurable wealth of the heart if you 

share in unconditional love with your spouse, a love that is 

inexhaustible because neither side measures what it is getting but 

rather each gives his all to the other. As the Bible put it so 

simply and ever-lastingly: 

11 I belong to my beloved and my beloved belongs to me. 11 

This is the promise you made when you vowed to love. In the 

ethical sense it means to give. You cannot separate love from ethics. 
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2. Honor 

Of all the promises we make, the most difficult to keep is the 

promise to honor one's spouse. Love in a good marriage grows as the 

partners become more and more dependent upon each other. But, mutual 

respect has a tendency of declining, even in the better marriages. As 

the proverb goes, 11 familiarity breeds contempt. 11 

In the day by day contact of home life, it is impossible not 

to expose one's weaknesses, faults and failings. The maks of refine

ment v.Jhich \ve wear on the outside, comes off in the intimacy of the 

home. Tensions and frustrations accumulated elsewhere often explode 

at the dinner table. When a bad day brings out the worst in us, we 

abuse our partner with spitefulness. Even the little irritations do 

major damage. It was a wise father who warned his daughter on her 

wedding day that 11 the grave of love is excavated with little digs. 11 

Arnold Bennett said, 11 Ninety percent of the friction of daily 

life is caused by your tone of voice." 

This leads us to a truth of special relevance for us this 

day. You cannot maintain a lasting relationship without the repair 

work of forgiveness. The art of forgiveness is not for saints, but 

is a necessity for people who want to save their marriage. 

Among the wisest rules for married couples are the following 

two: 

1. Dont taunt one another with past mistakes. Don't keep 

saying, 11 1 told you so. 11 As Benjamin Franklin said, 11 Before marriage 

keep both your eyes open; after marriage, keep them half shut. 11 
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2. The second point is II don't let the sun go down upon a 

quarrel. Settle it, one way or the other the same day. 11 

It is the mark of the unforgiving person that he cannot stop 

reminding his spouse of past mistakes. He cannot forget the hurts 

and insults of a quarrel. 

We should all learn the art of forgiveness suggested by 

the word 11 kippur. 11 Kippur means covering up, putting a cover on 

something so that you can no longer see it. 

In our relationship with God, we think of divine love and 

compassion as the covering of His love over our sins. The sin will 

not go away but it may be covered up by God's mercy. 

In regard to our neighbor, humility must do the covering up 

over our disturbed relationship. It is easier to forgive someone 

else if you believe that all of us are at fault at various times. 

We confess our sins collectively so as to express the idea 

that we are all involved in each other's wrongdoing. We don't just 

forget the evil done to us by our neighbor, but we learn to tolerate 

it as we become conscious of our own guilt. 

Is there a covering up of the contempt v1hi ch fami 1 i arity may 

breed between husband and wife? What could renew and strengthen 

respect between husband and wife? 

At the deepest level a husband and wife will respect each 

other not merely for the qualities each possesses but because of what 

each represents. 

Why do we feel such respect for bride and groom as they stand 

together at the wedding altar? 
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It is because they are about to 11 inaugurate somethinq really novel 

in the world; their particular home and their union is likely to result 

in the birth of new human beings who would never have been born, in 

all eternity, apart from the particular decision 11 of this couple to 

love, honor and cherish each other. In their decision, they offer 

themselves as the quarry from which God will hew new life. Their 

children, nurtured with love and patiently shaped and squared will be 

the building blocks of God's temple on earth. As lon~ as husband and 

wife can see each other in this light, their mutual respect will be 

based upon a sanctity that transcends them both. 

3. Cherish 

The third prornise made at marriage, 11 to cherish 11 means to 11 hold 

dear, 11 to 11 value highly. 11 It is the least understood promise of them 

all. 

A number of people turn to marriage as though it were an answer 

for all difficulties. In reality it means more difficulties and more 

burdens than a bachelor's life. The reward of a successful marriage is 

a fuller and easier life. Whatever the blessing of marriage, it is no 

bargain. 11 To cherish, 11 to hold dear -- there is nothinq dearer -- nothing 

more demanding than the commitment required of marriage partners. 

Almost every marital proble~ boils down to the necessity of 

making sacrifices for one's spouse. It is the refusal of the sacrifice, 

an ethical failure, which breaks up the home. 

The Danish philosopher, Soren Kierkegaard, said, 11 The door to 

happiness opens outward. 11 It is not waiting to receive, but our 

eagerness to give, our readiness to sacrifice, our going forth to meet 
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our partner's need that leads to happiness in marriage. 

Conclusion 

On Yorn Kippur every Jew makes his 11 chesbon ha-nefesh, 11 his 

self assessment, the reckoning of his conscience. Nothing deserves 

greater attention than the quality of our home and marriage. The 

united and loving family is the pilot project of the messianic age. 

It suggests the possibility of perfection within the larger human 

family that spans the world. 

To love, honor and cherish ... have you fulfilled these promises? 

Is your love the craving of one who consumes, or the gift of 

one who is dedicated to his partner and accepts responsibility for 

him? 

Has your home the atmosphere of sanctity in which respect 

between husband and wife may flourish? 

Do you bring to the one you cherish the measure of sacrifice 

that would prove your devotion? No marriage can ever be left as is. 

It is never final or complete. Rather, as the wise Andre Maurois 

said, "Marriage is an edifice that needs to be rebuilt every day. 11 

AMEN 
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"TO LOVE, HONOR AND CHERISH" 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 
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his success had brought him \1/i th the fo 110\1/i ng co111ment, 

"I would give up all my genius, and all my books if there were 

only some woman, somewhere, who cared ~hether or not I came home late 

for dinner." 

If you can name one person who loves you, one person who 

really cares, one person whom you can count on to sacrifice for you, 

to rejoice in your success, to console you in defeat ... if you have 

one such person to whom you can tell all and fear nothinq, do you 

realize how fortunate you are? Do yo~ know· what ·a great treasure you 

have? 

promises we have made, and how short we have fallen 

we shall consider this most important of all vows a person can ever 

make, the vow to he a partner for life. Whatever is excellent about 
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the Jewish people is rooted in the strength of the Jewish marriage. In 

the quality of the Je~Jish home, in the fulfillment of the promise "to 

love, honor and cherish" one another throughout lif·e. 

Roy Wilkins, president of the NAACP, in the most courageous 

speech of his life, once challenged the black community to match its 

fight against discrimination with an equally great .effort for self 

improvement. He pointed to the example of a high school in the Bronx 

and said, 

"Look at the names of the top graduates of that school. You 

will see the Feinbergs and the Goldsteins. Why? Because their 

mothers sat down with those boys and told them to go to school and 

to 1 earn .... 11 
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Later, Heine wrote a poem about the Jew's str~ggle to make a 
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And the dog once more is human. 
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"To love, honor and cherish 11 
-- what does each promise mean? 

1. Love 

One of the finest moments of the raodern theater is a scene of 

-=tenderne--s-s ~ warm humor in that extraordinary r.,usical ~ 11 Fiddler 

on the Roof. 11 Tevya has just explain_ed to ~~~~, Golda that one 

of their daughters has dec i ded to marry a young man ~-1 ith whom she is 

in love. Suddenly, Tevya turns to his wife of many years and asks, 

"Do you love me? 11 

What a foolish question; she's embarrassed: "Do I what?" He 

repeats, "Do you love me?" 

"Do I love you? For 25 years I've washed your clothes, cooked 

your meals, cleaned your house, given you children ... " 

Tevya insists: 11 But do you love me? 11 

Again she won't answer directly but the conclusion is obvious. 

For 25 years I've lived with hi m 
Fought with hi m, starved with hi m. 
25 years r.1y bed is his 
If that's not love, what is? 
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In the end, she playfully concedes, "I suppose I do." . 
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the matter \'lith your marriage" asked the counsellor. 

too much? Beat you? Is he unfaithful?" 

just does not make me happy. 11 

he counsellor turned to the woman and asked, 
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2. Honor 

Of all the pror:iises we make, the most difficult to keep is the 

promise to honor one's spouse. -.tove in a good marriage g~ows- a-s-t.he 

partners become more and more depe1rden upon each ether-. - Btrt--, ~ utua l 
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Arnold Bennett said, 11 Ninety percent of the f r iction of daily 

life is caused by your tone of voice." 

This lepds us to a truth of special relevance for us this 

day. You cannot maintain a lasting relationship without the repair 

work of forgiveness. The art of forgiveness is not for saints, but 
ov-d.n~ ~ 

a· neces-.s":Fty. for 1 eople who want to save their marriage. 

Among the wisest rules for married couples are the following 

two: 

1. Dont taunt one another with past mistakes. Don't keep 

saying, 11 1 told you so. 11 As Benjamin Franklin said, "Before marriage 

keep both your eyes open; after marriage, keep them half shut. 11 
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· 2. The second point is II don't let the sun _go down upon a 

quarre 1. Settle it, one way or the other the same day. 11 

· It is the mark of the unforgiving person that he cannot stop 

reminding his spouse of past mistakes. He cannot forget the hurts 

and insults of a quarrel. 

We should all learn the art ~f forgivenes~ suggested by 

the word 11 kippur. 11 Kippur means covering up, putting a cover on ---something so that you can no longer see it. 

_ In our relationship with God, we think of divine love and 

compassion as~ covering t,-f..:ltt.s ½me over our sins. The sin wi11 

not go away but it may be covered up by God's mercy. 

In regard to our neighbor, humility must do the covering up 

over our ' disturbed relationship. It is easier to forgive someone 

else if you believe that all of us are at fault at various times. 

We confess our sins collectively so as to express the idea 

that we are all involved in each other's wrongdoing. We don't just 

forget the evil done to us by our neighbor, but we learn to tolerate 

it as v-1e becom_e conscious of our own guilt. 

Is there a covering up of the contempt which familiarity may 

breed -between husband and wife? What could renew and strengthen 

respect between husband and wife? 

At the deepest level) a husband and wife will respect each 

other not merely for the qualities each possesses but because of \'Jhat /t. 
each represents. 'JfP:__;:-e- jd5 f~ f};d~l ~-' ~ 

}~fi~~ <R t1 r · ?!T 
Jhy-cto we feel such respect for b ide.. an.d gr9eFA as they sta.n.d..---
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about to 11 inaug~.rate ea ly fJo , el 

r h me a t 

e · j \<Jho \.' 1 tia ve , 
I 

1 ar ge_c-1 s on of -
lo~nor ch'er, ' other. l,T~--t+-,~ i ,1"1~ 

~ selve.s..-as~quarry froni wh~ic-h- ~od will hew new ife Their 

children, nurtured with love tiEi_.pa..ti eRtly sRaped-and s-qua~d- wi 11 be 

the building blocks of God's temple on earth. As long as husband and 

wife can see each other in this light, their mutual respect will be 

based upon a sanctity that transcends them both. 

3. Cherish 

The third promise made at marriage, 11 to cherish" means to 11 hold 

dear, 11 to "value highly. 11 It is the least understood promise of them 

al 1. 

A number of people turn to marriage as though it were an answer 

for all difficulties. In reality it means more difficulties and more 

burdens than a bachelor's life. The reward of a successful marriage is 
. / )} o-f f.J\u . -xi f, ~ -I-..&. ,,R.. 

a fuller and'\.easier life. Hhatever the blessing of marriage, it is no l, rv J, .e1!._ • 

. -e----Y-:::iai=R. 11 To cherish," to hold dear -- there is nothinq dearer -- nothing 

more demanding than the commitment required of marriage partners. -, m, ·y1 1 ·sd t J 
. • f s h 

a ai ure, which reaks up the horn. ________ _ 

The Danish philosopher, Soren Kierke~aard, said, 11 The door to 

happiness opens outward." It is not waiting to receive, but our 

eagerness to give, our readiness to sacrifice, our going forth to meet 
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our partner's need that leads to happiness in marriage. 

Conclusion 

On Yorn Kippur every Jew makes his "chesbon ha-nefesh, 11 his 
<-

self assessment, the reckoning of his conscience :,) Noth ng eserves 

greater attenti 

united and lovi 

than th quality of ur home an 

family i the pilot oject of 

It suggests the possibilit1 of perfecti n within he 

family that spas the world . . 

ianic ag . 

er human 

I 

I 
To love, honor and herish ... have you fulf"lled t ese promi-es? 

one who is 

him? 

the craving of one 

to his partner and 

ho consum s, or t e gift o 

ccepts responsibi ity for 

I 
Has your o . e the atmosphere ~ sar,ct · 

between husband a wife may flourish? 

in which r spect 
.I 

Do you bri g to the one you cherish the ~easure of sacrifice 

that would prove your devotion? y'Noriiarriage can ever be left as is. 

It is never fi~al or complete. Rather, as the wise Andre Maurois 

said, "Marriage is an edifice that needs to be rebuilt every day." 

AMEN 
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